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Motor Drivers/Controllers

Controllers & Loggers

Here are JUSt a few of our controller and
driver modules for AC. DC . Unipolar/Bipolar
stepper motors and servo motors See
webs1te for full range and Pdetalls

Here are JUSt a few of the controller and
data acqu1sit1on and control un1ts we have.
See website for full details Suitable PSU
for all un1ts Order Code PSU445 £8 95

Computer Controlled I Standalone Unipolar Stepper Motor Driver
Drives any 5-35Vdc 5, 6 or
8-lead unipolar stepper
motor rated up to 6 Amps .
Provides speed and direction control. Operates in stand-alone or PCcontrolled mode for CNC use. Connect up to
six 3179 driver boards to a single parallel
port. Board supply: 9Vdc. PCB: 80x50mm.
Kit Order Code: 3179KT- £1 2.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3179 - £19.95

8-Ch Serial Isolated 1/0 Relay Module
Computer controlled
channel relay board. 5A
mains rated relay outputs. 4
isolated digital inputs. Useful
in a variety of control and
• sensing applications. Controlled via serial port for programming (using
our new Windows interface, terminal emulator or batch files). Includes plastic case
130x1 00x30mm. Power Supply:
12Vdc/500mA.
Kit Order Code: 3108KT - £54.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3108 - £64.95

Computer Controlled Bi-Polar Stepper
Motor Driver
Drive any 5-50Vdc, 5 Amp
bi-polar stepper motor using
externally supplied 5V levels for STEP and DIRECTION control. Opto-isolated
inputs make it ideal for CNC applications
using a PC running suitable software. Board
supply: 8-30Vdc. PCB: 75x85mm .
Kit Order Code: 3158KT- £17.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3158- £27.95
Bi-Directional DC Motor Controller (v2)
Controls the speed of
most common DC
motors (rated up to
32Vdc, 1OA) in both
the forward and reverse direction. The
range of control is from fully OFF to fully ON
in both directions. The direction and speed
are controlled using a single potentiometer.
Screw terminal block for connections.
Kit Order Code: 3166v2KT - £17.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3166v2 - £27.95
DC Motor Speed Controller (100V/7.5A)
Control the speed of
almost any common
DC motor rated up to
100V/7.5A. Pulse width
modulation output for
maximum motor torque
at all speeds. Supply: 5-15Vdc. Box supplied .
Dimensions (mm): 60Wx100Lx60H .
Kit Order Code: 3067KT- £1 3.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3067 - £21 .95
Most items are available in kit form (KT suffix)
or assembled and ready for use (AS prefix).

a-

NEW I USB & Serial Port PIC Programmer
USB/Serial connection. Header
cable for ICSP. Free Windows
XP software. Wide range of
PICs- see website for
- - - complete listing . ZIF Socket/USB
not included. Supply: 16-18Vdc.
Kit Order Code: 3149EKT- £39.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3149E- £49.95

Computer Temperature Data Logger
4-channel temperature logger for serial port. •c or •F.
Continuously logs up to 4
separate sensors located
200m+ from board. Wide
range ot tree software applications for storing/using data. PCB just 45x45mm. Powered
by PC. Includes one DS1820 sensor.
Kit Order Code: 3145KT - £17.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3145 - £24.95
Additional DS1820 Sensors - £3.95 each

NEWI USB 'All-Flash' PIC Programmer
USB PIC programmer for all
'Flash' devices. No external
power supply making it truly
portable. Supplied with box and
Windows Software. ZIF Socket
and USB lead not included.
Assembled Order Code: AS3128 - £44.95

Rolling Code 4-Channel UHF Remote
State-of-the-Art. High security.
4 chan nels. Momentary or
latching relay output. Range
up to 40m. Up to 15 Tx's can
be learnt by one Rx (kit includes one Tx but more available separately). 4 indicator LED 's. Rx: PCB
77x85mm , 12Vdc/6mA (standby). Two and
Ten channel versions also available.
Kit Order Code: 3180KT- £44.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3180 - £54.95

" PICALL" PIC Programmer
"PICALL" will program virtually all 8 to 40 pin serialmode AN D parallel-mode
(PIC16C5x family) programmed PIC micro controllers. Free fully functional software. Blank chip
auto detect for super fast bulk programming.
Parallel port connection. Supply: 16-18Vdc.
Assembled Order Code: AS3117- £24.95

DTMF Telephone Relay Switcher
Call your phone number using a DTMF
phone from anywhere
in the world and remotely turn on/off any
of the 4 relays as desired. User sellable Security Password, AntiTamper, Rings to Answer, Auto Hang-up and
Lockout. Includes plastic case. Not BT approved. 130x110x30mm. Power: 12Vdc.
Kit Order Code: 3140KT - £54.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3140- £69. 95

ATMEL 89xxxx Programmer
Uses serial port and any
standard terminal comms
program. Program/ Read/
Verify Code Data, Write
Fuse/Lock Bits, Erase and
Blank Check. 4 LED's display the status. ZIF
sockets not included. Supply: 16-18Vdc.
Kit Order Code: 3123KT- £24.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3123- £34.95
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COMMENT

A THING OF THE PAST?

e

John Patrick Publishers

organisation, nice venue,
ntastic looking promo
osters -shame about the
. I' m describing the state of the
recent show ca lled National Electronics
Week that took place at London's Earl's
Court between 17th and 19th of Ju ne.
Th is is by no mean s a reflection on
the organising team, who in their own
words "have pulled all the stops out"
to deliver a " premier electronics show"
with "everythi ng you [-in the
indu stry-] need". I think it is more a
reflection on the status of the
electronics industry here in the UK.
And judging by the stateme nts made
prior to the launch of this event, it was
to be expected . For months
beforehand, there were various press
announ cements bein g released about
the "high profile of exhibitors" and
"widespread industry support" for this
exhibition .
The promotio nal material tout ed:
"The UK has a vibrant and innovative
electronics industry but we lack a
sing le international electronics event
that attracts tens of thousands of
visitors to the UK. This cannot be good
for our global competitiveness. It
would be great to see a single
international event in the UK that
united the industry."
The show was hailed "fresh" , "new"
and a lot " broader" in the nature of
the exhibitors, but this some how still
failed to impress those who had to
come to it. Adm ittedly, I didn't go the
full three days myself (there was no
point), but what I saw was a nice big
hall, relatively fu ll of exhibitors,
however with exhibitors standing
aro un d, twiddling their thumbs. One or
two said that it has been a quiet event,
but that queries they received were of
" good quality". Hopefully this

comment will work on the boss too,
w ho had to sign off on setting up a
stand, sending staff to it and
accommodating that staff for several
days (plus the costs of productivity loss
associated with key personnel being
away from their desks).
Admittedly NEW wasn 't the only
quiet show in the UK this year. The
an nual Southern Manufacturing event
ea rl ier in the year wasn't that very well
atten ded either.
So, one has to ask the question: are
the hustl ing/bustling electronics shows
in the UK -the likes of yesteryear's
Nepcon -a thing of the past? And,
more importantly, why? You can see
w hy th ere's an interest from the
exhi bitors' point of view to have such
an event, but why aren't many
en gineers and purchasers interested in
com ing along to them?
It would be interesting to hear your
opinions on the subject. Did you go to
th is event or any other this year? Was
that show in the UK or elsewhere, and
what are your views on the future of
such events? Please write to me at
svetlana .josifovska@stjohpatrick.com.
Svetlana Josifovska
Editor

Check out Electronics World 's new
website by clicking on
www.electronicsworld.co.uk

Electronics World is published monthly by Saint John Patrick Publishers Ltd, 6 Laurence Pountney Hill, London, EC4R OBL.
D1sclaimer: We work hard to ensure that the information presented in Electronics World is accurate. However, the publisher will not take respons1bi11ty
for any inJury or loss of earnings that may result from applying information presented in the magazine. It is your responsibility to familiarise your;elf
w1th the laws relating to dealing with your customers and suppliers, and with safety practices relating to workmg with electrical/electroniC c~rcu1try particularly as regards electric shock, fire hazards and explosions.
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Comcast and Cisco achieve
networking speeds of 1 OOGbit/s
US cable operator Comcast has
successfully tested a 100 Gigabit
Ethernet (GE) communications link
over its backbone infrastructure
between the city of Philadelphia
and the small community of
Mclean in Virginia .
The tests were carried out
using the industry's first 100GE
router interface developed for
the Cisco CRS-1 routing system .
The new interface uses
Comcast's existing optical
infrastructure to enable
transmissions of 1OOGbit/s over
its Dense Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (DWDM) fibre optic
network.
It is expected that this new speed
The CRS-1 is Cisco 's
grade in the optical networking
most powerful optical
industry will enable
router
telecommunication carriers to
increase bandwidth per wavelength
by a factor of ten over their initial deployed capability.
The technology should also create efficiencies by
simplifying routing and operations through the use of
statistically multiplexed 100GE links, instead of carrying the

same amount of traffic split over more commonly used 10GE
links.
"This demonstration is another important step in the
future of 100GE networking and we are pleased with Cisco's
latest advancements," said John Schanz, executive vice
president of national engineering and technical operations
with Comcast Cab le. "Comcast's single converged core IP
network already carries more video, voice and data traffic
than any other, and this new achievement will allow us to
scale for tomorrow, while continuing to drive capital and
operational efficiencies today, " he added .
Kelly Ahuja, Cisco's vice president and general manager of
the core routing business unit, said that the Cisco CRS-1 was
purpose-built to deal with the exploding growth in IP traffic
that has been fuelled by the rapid take-up of bandwidthintensive applications such as vid eo streaming and file
sharing . "By developing a 1OOGE interface for the Cisco CRS- 1
platform, providers like Comcast can take advantage of
economies of scale and flexibility, while increasing their
quality of service delivery as they move towards 1OOG
IPoDWDM networks," he said.
The implementation tested by Comcast and Cisco is
consistent with the emerging IEEE 802.3ba 100GE standard . It
also validates the use of 1OOGE and IPoDWDM technologies
over Comcast's own production network, which was the first
- and is currently the world's largest- 40G IPoDWDM
platform.

Photon-Counting Device Breakthrough Will
Aid Quantum Computing
European scientists at Toshiba Research
have developed the first practical
semiconductor device that can count
the photons in light signals . This is a
significant step towards creating viable
quantum computers and
communication systems, which exploit
the particle-like properties of light.
The lack of a suitable photon number
resolving detector has been a major
obstacle to real -world deployment of
quantum technologies. Although some
alternative technologies have shown
limited photon number resolving
capability in the lab, they all required
cryogenic cooling (to 4 Kelvin, or 269°C) and have low efficiencies, a small
active area or long integration times,
6
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rendering them impractical.
Until now, the most common
semiconductor detector, the avalanche
photo-diode, has been able to register
only the presence or absence of one or
more photons. The new compact, easyt o-use detector developed by Toshiba,
however, is able to count the number
of individual photons in a pulse; the
first practical device with this
capa bility.
The breakth rough is a result of a new
technique developed by Toshiba to
detect weak photon-induced
avalanches. The electrical current
caused by a single photon in a
semiconductor is much too weak to be
detected quickly. Avalanche photo-

diodes work by amplifying this tiny
current million-fold using an avalanche
effect to multip ly the strengt h of the
current. Usually, however, the strength
of the final current does not depend on
the number of photons that initiated it.
The brea kthrough is expected to
accelerate the development of
quantum information technologies .
Quantum computers based on photons,
for example, need to disting uish
between one and two photons on each
outp ut. Another application where the
breakthrough is significant is for
quantum teleportation, which may be
used to send secret digital keys over
longer distances than current ly
possible.
www.electronicsworld.co.uk
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Femtocell
Standardisation Begins

Operators like the femtoce/1 concept
because it helps them offload
backhaul and base station electricity
costs - both suddenly met by
subscribers

Industry assoc iation the Femto
Forum has agreed to work on
standardised technology that
could help bring economies of
scales to cellular operators looking
to deploy femtocells.
The tiny base-stations are being
marketed as an answer to the
problem of patchy cellular
coverage inside homes, thanks to
their use of fixed broadband links
as the method of backhauling
traffic. However, mobile operators
have so far been left with no
option but to consider proprietary
interfaces for the integration of
the f irst generation of femtocells
into their rad io networks .
"Although this won't affect the
numerous deployments planned in
the short term , operators and
vendors have agreed that a united
approach in the longer term is
essential," wrote the Femto Forum
in a statement.
www.electronicsworld .co.uk

In order to achieve
interoperability on the
so-called " Fa interface "
(between femtocell
access points and femto
gateways), members
decided to adopt a
single definition of this
interface, with specific
modules defined for
each radio technology.
A "collapsed"
architecture will also be
adopted, with the
NodeB/BTS (base
transceiver station) and
RNC/BSC (radio network
controller) functionality
placed in the femtocell
device, in order to
optimise signalling and
performance over the broadband
connection. Interfaces from the
gateway to the core network will
use existing standards.
Cellular indu stry standards
bodies 3GPP and 3GPP2 have
accepted the Femto Forum as a
"market representation partner " .
Meanwhile, both the DSL Forum
and the GSM Association have
established cooperation
agreements with the body.
As part of the same
interoperabi lity drive, the 3GPP is
simultaneously developing the socalled "luh interface", which
standardises communications
between femtocells and the
gateways in mobile operators'
networks.
Ubiquisys, the number one
vendor of femtocells according to
ABI Research, has announced it
has become is the first equipment
supplier to commit to the luh
interface . The manufacturer will
support the spec (scheduled to be
approved by the end of this year)
in all new femtocells, while those
devices already deployed in the
field will be remotely upgraded .

IN BRIEF
e

Industry analyst house Gartner says that
worldwide silicon wafer revenue reached
$12.5bn in 2007, showing an increase of
22.5% on the 2006 revenue of $10.2bn.
The increase has been pegged down to two
factors: a continued rise in demand for
300mm wafers, which commanded a price
premium, and the general benefit of high
wafer prices, partly caused by a shortage of
polysilicon.
However, in contrast to 300mm wafer
demand, the 200mm segment - in which
shipments reached a high in 2006 showed signs of deceleration during and
after the second quarter. Shipments fell to
5.4 million wafers per month in the fourth
quarter.

e

Intel, Samsung and TSMC have agreed
that there's a need for industry-wide
collaboration to target a transition to larger,
450mm-sized wafers starting in 2012.
The transition to larger wafers will enable
continued growth of the semiconductor
industry and help maintain a reasonable
cost structure for future integrated circuit
manufacturing and applications. The three
companies will cooperate with the
semiconductor industry to help ensure that
all of the required components,
infrastructure and capability ore developed
and tested for a pilot line by this target
dote.
Manufacturing with larger wafers helps
increase the ability to produce
semiconductors at a lower cost, but also it
offers more efficient use of energy, wafer
and other resources.

e

The European components distribution
experienced a further decline of its soles in
the first quarter of 2008. According to the
Distributors' and Manufacturers' Association
of Semiconductor Specialists (DMASS), the
semiconductor distributor and manufacturer
members achieved quarterly distribution
revenues of 1.38bn Euro in Ql/2008, which
represents a decline of 7.9%. Sequentially
(against Q4/2007), soles were up 12.3%.
lon Boss, Chairman of DMASS, commented
on the first quarter doto:"We expected a
drop in Q1 as we were up against the all
time high quarter of European
semiconductor distribution history. Unless
something severe happens - like a sinking
demand in volumes - the cycle should ease
out over the course of the year."
Electronics World - September OB I 7
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Home theatre projectors
get rid of the lamps

Optoma's new pica projector uses a similar LED-based illumination system to that
now adopted by Tl in its new home theatre lamp-free gadget

Texas Instruments (TI) DLP Products
has introduced the world's first
home theatre lamp-free projector.
Using an LED light source instead,
combined with the company's
BrilliantColor multi -colour processing
chipset, the projector can deliver a
1080p picture, while eliminating
typical maintenance costs associated
with lamp and filter replacements .
Tl claims that, due to the inherent
switching speed of the DLP chip and
advancements in LED technology
from its partner Luminus, this new
breed of lamp-free projectors will
increase picture quality and
reliability. The reflective nature of
the micro mirrors designed inside the
DLP chip allows more light to reach
the screen . This results in a 50%
increase in colour gamut range,
producing more than 200 trillion
colours and a contrast ratio in excess
of 500,000:1.
Because they come with their
optics system sealed, DLP projectors
are prepared to withstand dusty
environments, which makes the use
of a protective filter redundant.
Most DLP projectors are filter-free
and the company insists this will
remain the case with its new lampfree projectors.
The novel illumination system is
also able to reduce power

8 I September 08 - Electronics World

consumption by up to 30 %
compared with traditional lampbased systems, according to the
vendor.
Tl says a number of its customers
are planning to develop lamp-free,
LED-based projectors, including
original equipment manufacturer
Optoma, which expects to start
shipping units before the end of this
year.
Home theatre systems are likely to
be the initial target for the new
projectors, before education and
corporate sector product lines follow
suit.
In a separate development,
Optoma has also announced it is
working on a "pico projector" that
will be powered by Tl's DLP Pico
chipset . About the size of a regular
mobile phone, the micro-portable,
handheld projector (pictured here)
can be carried in a pocket to let
users connect it to a smart phone,
PDA or digital camera in order to
share the stored photos or video
content.
The product, which was first
shown in Las Vegas during this year's
lnfoComm trade show, will be
available in limited distribution in
Europe and Asia in late 2008, with a
worldwide launch planned later in
2009 .

www.electronicsworld.co.uk

USB Connectivity for
Embedded Designs

If you need Full-Speed USB 2.0 device, embedded host, dual role and
On-The-Go solutions, Microchip Technology has them available today.
We offer 8-, 16- and 32-bit MCUs with USB connectivity, providing easy
migration with a single development environment. This maximizes
pin compatibility and seamless code migration from 20 to 100 pins,
enabling you to scale your USB design with ease.

Download FREE USB software including source code:
•
•
•
•

Host Stack
OTG Stack
Device Stack
Class Drivers (HID, Mass Storage and
CDC Drivers)

32-bit

Up to 512 Kbytes

'-------'--

64- 100

• Thumb Drive Support (Mass Storage
Driver, SCSI Interface, 16-bit and 32-bit
File Management, Application Software)

GET STARTED IN 3 EASY STEPS
1. Purchase a USB Starter Kit
2. Download Free USB Software
3. Order Free Samples
www.microchip.com/usb
USB Starter Kits accelerate development
of USB designs using 8-, 16- or 32-bit
MCUs and are available at
www.microchipDIRECT.com or from one
of our authorised distributors

Device, Embedded Host, Dual Role, OTG

-'---

Intelligent Electronics start with Microchip
microchip
DIRECT
www.rnlcrachlp d lre ct.corn

www.microchip.com/usb

MICROCHIP

The Microchip name and togo. the Microchip logo. dsPIC. MPLAB and PIC are registered trademarks of Microchip Technology Incorporated in the U.S.A. and other countries . All other tracJemarks mentioned herein are
property of their respective companies. C 2008, M1crochlp Technolo~ Incorporated. All Rights Reserved . ME204 Engj05.08
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SAMSUNG TARGETS NEXT-GENERATION
LAPTOPS WITH POWERFUL SSD

Compact solid-state drives are starting to get powerful
enough to drive hard disk drives out of laptop computers
Samsung Electronics has developed what it claims is
the world's fastest 2.5-inch, 256GB multi -level cell
(MLC) based compact solid -state drive (SSD) .
The device, which comes equipped with a SATA II
interface for connectivity, has a sequential read speed
of 200MB per second and sequential write speed of
160MB/s. This, according to the manufacturer, makes it
about 2.4 times faster than a typical hard disk drive .
The SSD is only 9.5mm thick and measures 100.3 x
69.85mm. Once mass-production kicks off by year end,
it will mark the largest capacity SSD from the Korean
company. Lack of enough density in SSD technology
has been blamed as one of main barriers

for its adoption in the consumer space. But
Samsung is confident this new powerful
gadget will place SSD drives as a seriously
valid alternative, particularly for laptop
manufacturers.
"With the development of the 256GB SSD,
the notebook PC is on the brink of a second
stage of evolution," said Jim Elliott, vice
president of memory marketing at Samsung
Semiconductor. "This change is comparable
to the evolution from the Sony Walkman to
NAND memory-based MP3 players,
representing an initial step in the shift to
thinner, smaller SSD-based notebooks, with
significantly improved performance and
more than ample storage."
With a mean time between failures (MTBF)
of one million hours, reliability of the new
SSD is said to match that of more expensive,
SLC-based SSD drives. Power consumption is 0.9 watts
in active mode .
The drive has been fitted with a sophisticated data
encryption process which, according to Samsung,
prevents data stored on it from being accessed in an
unauthorised manner, even after the SSD is removed
from the PC.
A 1.8-inch version of the 256GB SSD is also expected
to be available in the fourth quarter of 2008.
According to iSuppli estimates, the SSD market will
grow at an annual average of 124% between 2008
and 2012 . Sales are projected to increase by an
additional 35% in 2009 over what the semiconductor
market research firm had projected last year, 51%
more in 2010 and 89% more in 2011 .

IBM Supercomputer Breaks
the Petaflop Barrier
IBM has put together a supercomputer that achieves running
speeds of a petaflops (a thousand trillion floating operations
per second), the closest to real t ime yet.
The machine, named Roadrunner, now supersedes the speeds
of the fastest machine to date, which is Blue Gene - another
IBM creation . Blue Gene has been running at speeds of several
hundred teraflops, using several hundred thousand processors.
Roadrunner, on the other hand, uses some 20,000 chips, since

10
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they are based on a stream-lined chip technology, similar to
that used in the Playstation 3 - the so-called 'cell' chip .
General computations are handled by standards processors,
but for each of them almost two add itional accelerators are
also being used.
Several parties have already shown interest in Roadrunner, as
it will come in handy in calculations and research carried out in
genomics, astronomy, the financial world and others.

www.electronicsworld .co.uk

TOP TEN TIPS

The Top Ten Lies of Venture Capitalists
I liked your company, but my partners didn't
In other words, "no". The venture capitalist who is saying this is
telling you that he's the good guy, the smart guy and the guy who gets it;
the "others" didn't, so don't blame him. This is a copout; it's not that the
other partners didn't like the deal as much as the sponsor wasn't a true
believer. Atrue believer would gel it done.
If you get a lead, we will follow
In other words, "no". The venture capitalist is saying: "We don't
really believe, but if you can get a lead, we'll jump on the pile." In other
words, once you don't need more investors, the venture capitalist would
be happy to invest.
What you want to hear, however, is: "If you can't gel a lead, we will
lead the deal." That's a believer.
Show us some traction and we'll invest
In other words, "no". This lie translates to: "I don't believe your
story, but if you can prove it by achieving significant revenue, then you
might convince me. However, I don't want to tell you "no" because I
might be wrong and, by golly, you may sign up a Fortune 500 customer
and then I'd look like a total idiot."
We love to co-invest with other venture capitalists
Like the sun rising and Canadians playing hockey, you can depend
on the greed of venture capitalists. Greed in this business translates to: "If
this is a good deal, I want it all."
What you want to hear is: "We want the whole round. We don't want
any other investors." Then it's your job to convince them why other
investors can make the pie bigger instead of re-configuring the slices.
1 •

We're investing in your team
This is an incomplete statement. While it's true that they are investing
in the team, you are hearing: "We won't fire you. Why would we fire you if
we invested because of you?"
That's not what the venture capitalist is saying at all. What she is saying
is: "We're investing in your team as long as things are going well, but if
they go bad we will fire you because no one is indispensable."
I have lots of bandwidth to dedicate to your company
Maybe the venture capitalist is talking about the data line into his
office, but he's not talking about his personal calendar because he's already
on ten boards. Including board meetings, an entrepreneur should assume
that a venture capitalist will spend five hours a month on your company.
That's it. Deal with it and don't be fooled.
1 •

Do you mind if one of our associates accompanies me to
your board meetings?
This isn't a lie per se, and it looks like a harmless request. It isn't
what you might delude yourself into thinking: "These guys are so
www.electronicsworld .co.uk

interested in our company that they want two people helping us."
If you agree to the request, you board meetings will become a
training class for an MBA who knows nothing about running a company
but will nevertheless be offering his learned opinion.
This is a 'vanilla' term sheet
There is no such thing as a 'vanilla' term sheet. Do you think
corporate finance aHorneys are paid $500 per hour to push out'vanilla'
term sheets? If venture capitalists insist on using a flavour of ice cream
to describe term sheets, the only flavour that works is Rocky Road. This
is why entrepreneurs need their own $500/hour aHorney too.
1 :

We can open up doors for you at our client companies
This is a double whammy of a lie. First, a venture capitalist can't
always open up doors at client companies because the management of
that company may hate him. The worst thing in the world is a referral
from him. Second, even if the venture capitalist can open the door, you
can't seriously expect the company to commit to your product - that is,
something that isn't much more than a slick pitch.
1 •

We like early-stage investing
Venture capitalists fantasise about puHing $1m into a $2m premoney company and end up owning 33%of the next Google. That's
early-stage investing.
Do you know why we all know about Google's amazing return on
investment? The same reason we all know about Michael Jordan:
Googles and Michael Jordans hardly ever happen! If they were common,
no one would write about them.
If you scratch beneath the surface, venture capitalists want to invest
in proven teams (for example, the founders of Cisco) with proven
technology (for example, the basis of a Nobel Prize) in a proven market
(for example, growing 30%per year) with no competition. They are
remarkably risk-averse considering it's not even their money.
What should you do when you hear these lies? First, when a venture
capitalist is telling you "no", you should just move on. Aventure
capitalist is either performing due diligence (calling references, talking
to your customers and meeting more of your team), or she isn't
interested. If she's not interested, don't waste your lime or hers.
Second, understand the other venture capitalists' lies so that there is
no problem later because of your wishful thinking.
The game shouldn't work like this, but it does. And don't gel selfrighteous with me because can always discuss the lies that you
would tell!

Guy Kawasaki is Managing Director of an early-stage venture capital
firm called Garage Technology Ventures, and a former Fellow at Apple
Computer. He has his own blog and websites {Design.alltop.com,
Programming.alltop.com, linux.alltop.com), as well writing regularly for
entrepreneur style magazines.
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TRACKING SATELLITES
INDUSTRY AND UNIVERSITY COLLABORATION HAS MANY BENEFITS AS
STEVE ROGERSON DISCOVERED WHEN HE INVESTIGATED A SOFTWAREDEFINED RADIO PROJECT IN THE EAST MIDLANDS, THE UK
he skies above the Earth are set to
become pretty cluttered over the
next few years. As well as the
existing US GPS satellites, various other
countries are planning their own satellite
positioning systems including Europe's
Galilee, China 's Compass, India's lrnss and
Japan's QZSS; added to this are Russia's plans
to restore Glonass.
The problem this poses is that they will all
run on different technologies, meaning that
the equipment manufacturers will have
headaches making separate receivers for
each system, unless they could make one
design and just change the software
depending on which satellite group it was
aimed. This even opens up the possibility of
dual-system receivers, allowing, for example,
a driver in Europe to log onto the GPS or
Galilee system, whichever was providing the
better coverage at the time .
This technique is known as softwaredefined radio (SDR) and has been used by

T
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the military for some time but is now coming
into the commercial world . One company
looking to use this is Nottingham Scientific.
The firm was a spinout from the University
of Nottingham in 1998 to exploit the
potential interest in Galilee and has since
then built itself a team of 20 engineers and
resides in the Riverside Business Park, a short
distance from Nottingham's city centre in the
UK.
However, the company's expertise was
mostly on the software side. The engineers
had devised clever algorithms that could add
value to navigation systems and they had
worked out how software-defined radio
could take them forward, but they needed to
have control of the hardware as well as the
software. "In 2006, we decided we needed
our own technology in the market," said
Nottingham Scientific's general manager
Mark Dumville. " So, we decided to build our
own receiver."
However, the company needed engineers
with hardware experience and they do not
come cheap. As such, Dumville successfully

sought the help of a local university and is
now involved in a project partly funded by
the government in which the hardware is
being jointly developed using the talent from
De Montfort University in Leicester. The
university has even employed an RF design
engineer- Yacine Adane -who is working
full time at Nottingham Scientific.
"Nottingham Scientific contacted us," said
John Gow, senior lecturer at the university
and lead researcher on the project. "They'd
identified that software-defined radio cou ld
help them exploit satel lite navigation further
and we had a research project. This was in
early 2007. "
After considering their options, the
company and the university decided to take
the Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP)
route. KTP is basically the continuation of the
government's Teaching Company Scheme
that dates back to the 1970s. The idea is that
a partnership is formed between a university,
a company and an individual who works as a
full-time member of staff, who in this case
was Adane.
"We recruited him," said the university's
Eric Goodyer, who is managing the project.
"He is on our payroll and working at
Nottingham Scientific. The knowledge that is
in John Gow's head is transferred into the
company through Yacine. The hope is that he
will end up as a full-time employee. It is an
opportunity for a recent graduate to get
straight into industry."
Adane is excited by the chance this has
provided, especially as it gives him control
over his own training . "I get personal
training," he said. " I get management
training. I even get a budget to choose the
type of training myself."
This KTP over two years will cost £115,000,
of which the government is putting in two
thirds and Nottingham Scientific the rest, for
which it gets a full-time employee, a training
programme and research facilities.
The main advantage for the university in
this partnership is that its researchers are
exposed to industry so they are up to date in
the work they are doing. "We need to know
what industry wants so we are working at
the right level," said Goodyer.
www.electronicsworld.co .uk
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This policy seems to be working as the
university has about 20 KTP schemes
running, with a growing track record of
commercial success through them . " It is not
difficult to get the money if you have a
genuine case," said Goodyer. "There must be
a genuine need to fill a gap in the company's
knowledge and there must be a clear transfer
of knowledge from the university to the
company. Nottingham Scientific is a software
house. They don't have the hardware
development expertise to design the product.
They have working software. We are
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producing the embedded hardware. In two
years' time, we want a working product."
Dumvi lle added : "We are not a hardware
compa ny. That is why this exchange with De
Montfort University is ideal. "
The initial contact with the KTP came from
Dumville. He got in touch with the reg ional
organiser and it was he who suggested De
Montfort University. Under the rules of the
scheme there has to be less than two hours
travel time between the company and the
university. "We had an initial discussion," said
Dumville. "They checked out that we were a
viable company. We were asked probing
questions about cash flow and so on and
potential application revenues for this idea."
What was attractive about this project is
that it also has short-term design goals that
could themselves lead to commercial
products, the first of which is schedu led to
be out this summer and will be an RF frontend with a USB interface that will provide a
digitised radio stream for a software-defined
radio package to process on a laptop or even
a PDA.
"We'd set ourselves six months to reach
that stage, " said Dumville. "But with in six
weeks Adane has done what we thought
would take us six months."
The product has already shown it works.
Within a week of Galileo putting its second
test satellite into orbit, the product was able
to track it. The commercial version of the
product will be called Primo and will be

aimed at research institutes and the military.
"It is a tool rather than a consumer prod uct,"
said Dumville.
Dumville's plan is that over the next two
yea rs the project will produce something new
every six months. "The first product wil l
implant us in the market," he said, "a nd we
will have the final product within two years.
But we want to be able to break out at each
of the six month points if we have something
that is commercially viable."
The second stage will be to have the
software-defined radio algorithm running on
an embedded processor as a stepping stone
to the final stage when it will use the team 's
own FPGA. There will be some embedded
DSP on the board, but most of it will be in
the form of programmable logic. As the
government money is coming via the East
Midlands Development Agency, the aim will
be to find a local company to manufacture
the hardware.
The final product wi ll be aimed at
applications where the location is critical in
some way, such as in aviation, shipping, train
signalling, offender tracking and so on.
However, there is the possibility that as the
technology becomes established it wil l
become cheap enough for more massmarket applications.
" I'd be very su rprised if it didn't eventually
filter down to in-car satnav," said Gow. "It
will probably be used on road tolling systems
as well." •
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LIGHTING - ENVIRONMENTAL
AND LEGISLATIVE ISSUES (PART1 J
Lighting is essential in homes, offices, factories, for transport and
open areas, such as roads and sports arenas. Lighting is unde r
review because of the huge amount of energy that it consumes. It
is estimated that lighting devours up to 10% of all electricity
generated in the developed world.
In Europe it is estimated that the use of incandescent light
bulbs alone resu lts in the emission of 40 million tones of C02 per
year, which is the equivalent to eight 1Gigawatt power stations.
Not surprisingly, governments around the world are targeting
lighting as a means of reducing carbon emissions to prevent
global warming. In order to understand the reasons for recently
proposed legislation, it is first usefu l to appreciate the main
different types of lighting equipment.

Types of Lighting Equipment and Lamps
Lighting consists of lam ps (or bulbs), luminaires (lamp holders,
shades and covers) and ancillary equipment used to control the
power supply, such as ballasts for f luorescent lamps and
transformers for providing specific voltages.
• Incandescent lamps
These lamps consist of a fine tungsten coiled wire in an inert
gas, usually argon, at low pressure. When electricity passes
through the filament, it glows white-hot. This is of cou rse very
inefficient as 95% of the energy is converted into heat and only
5% to light.
• Halogen lamps
These are types of filament lamps but which contain chemical s
that boost the light output. They are therefore more efficient than
standard incandescent lamps but are less efficient than
fluorescent lamps.
• Compact fluorescent lamps (CFL)
Fluorescent lamps contain small electrodes situated at each end
of a tube filled with an inert gas and a small amount of mercury.
Th is emits ultra-violet light, which is converted into white visible
light by specia l fluorescent coatings that are deposited on the
inside of the tube . The electrodes are powered by ballast, which is
small and integral to the lamp. CFLs are designed to replace less
energy efficient incandescent lamps and, so, have the same type
of fittings and are of a similar size .
• Straight fluorescent lamps
CFLs have coiled tubes to enable them to fit into sma ll spaces
and this reduces their energy efficiency. Better energy efficiency is
possible with straight tubes that are used with separate ballasts .
These have been on the market much longer than CFLs; the
technology has developed over the last 30 years.
The main prob lem with all types of fluorescent lamps, including
14
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CF Ls, is that they contain mercury which is toxic. This does not
pose a risk if end-of-life lamps are recycled correctly and the
mercury is recovered, but with lamps being made of glass, there is
always a risk of breakage and mercury release .
The risk from mercury has, however, been significantly lowered
as manufacturers have been able to reduce the quantity in each
lamp . In the 1980s, 1OOmg of mercury per lamp was typical
whereas today, 5mg or less is used in most lamps, which makes
the ris k from breaking one lamp practically negligible .

High Intensity Discharge (HID) Lamps
These lamps contain vario us materials, usually metal hal ides that
vapori se and at very high temperature emit a very bright light. HID
lamps are very energy-efficient and the colour of the light emitted
can be controlled through changi ng the materials used . HID lamps
do, however, contain mercury.
·Sodium lamps
Sodium lamps are a type of HID lamp that con t ains a small
amount of sodiu m metal and mercury. When the arc starts, the
light emitted is from discharge through the gas and is not very
bright but produces sufficient heat to melt and vaporise the
sodium metal which creates an inten se yellow light. Sodium lamps
are the most energy-efficient and are used mainly for street
lighting.
· Light emitting diodes (LEOs)
Recent research has resulted in the emergence of much brighter
and highly efficient LEDs such that they are now a serious
alternative to many other forms of lighting . They also give
designers a high degree of flexibi lity and have extremely long lifecycles .
Environmental Issues
As lighting accounts for such a large proportion of energy
production, there is a clear incentive to increase energy efficiency.

IN EUROPE IT IS ESTIMATED THAT THE
USE OF INCANDESCENT LIGHT BULBS
ALONE RESULTS IN THE EMISSION OF 40
MILLION TONES OF C02 PER YEAR,
WHICH IS THE EQUIVALENT TO EIGHT
1GIGAWATT POWER STATIONS
www.electronicsworl d.co.uk
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The largest energy savings will be possib le by replacing
incandescent lamps with CF L or fluorescent lamps which emit 3-4
times more visible light per watt and also last much longer.
Replacement of all incandescent lamps in the EU by CFL would
avoid the emission of 20M tonnes of C02 per year and save an
estimated £5.4bn in fue l.
Chang ing to fluorescent lamps wou ld initially appear to pose a
risk from large quantities of mercury being used but the overall
effect of chang ing actua lly reduces mercury emissions for the
following reason : Although fluorescent lamps contain small
amounts of mercury, significantly more is emitted from coal and
oil-fired power statio ns when they generate the power used by
lamps. Electricity generation also emits cadmium, lead and
arsenic, as well as mercury because these are present at low
concentrations in coal and oil and it is not possible to collect
100% of these whe n they are burned .
The European Lamp Companies Federation has ca lcu lated the
quantities of mercury emitted into the atmosphere as a result of
the generation of electricity in the EU to run various types of
lamps. Mercury emissions from running standard incandescent
lamps are more than four times the quantity than from running
equ ivalent CFLs. The difference whe n compared to the most
efficient straight fluorescent tubes is larger with about seven
times more mercury emitted . The savings in mercury emissions
from using CFL and straight fluorescent lamps instead of
incandescent lamps easi ly exceeds the quantity of mercury
contained in the lam p, which should not be released at end-of-

life. The WEE E directive requires them to be collected and
recycled with recovery of the mercury for reuse.

Luminaires
Luminaire design impacts energy efficiency as they can block
significant proportions of em itted light. Lamps tend to emit light
in all directions, whereas it is usua lly required to direct
ill umination, therefore reflectors are necessary.
Due to the delicate nature of most types of lamp, luminai res
also need to provide a degree of impact protection . It is however
a common problem that the luminaire becomes dirty and this
reduces light output. Cleaning is often difficult and usually never
carried out. This is particularly a problem wi t h streetlights.
Luminaire design can, therefore, have a significant impact on
long-term energy efficiency in terms of usefu l light output per
watt. The voluntary standards organisation " Energy Star" has
developed standards not only for CFLs but also for luminaries.

The second part of t his article will look at how specific
pieces of legislation such as RoHS, WEEE and EuP impact the
lighting sector.
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THE RISING RISK OF PRO
RECALLS
ROB DENTON, MANAGING DIRECTOR OF
NAVIGATOR CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT,
OUTLINES THE BEST WAYS TO HANDLE PRODUCT
RECALLS, WHICH ARE ON THE RISE
hilst there may be some discussion amongst special ists
about w hat exactly constitutes a product reca ll , all the
main data sources on the subject agree on one thing that tota l product recalls in the UK have been steadi ly rising since
the new millennium . Between 2006 and 2007 , there was a
staggering 35% increase in product reca lls and safety notices in the
UK.
The annual total of product recal ls in the UK has been increasing
across all sectors, but most noticeably in the consumer goods
industry. Electronic goods account for 25% of all product recall s in
non-food consumer goods. Furthermore, risk of electric shock
accounts for 14% of all product recalls; only risk of chok ing and
risk of suffocation account for more.
In 2007, a wide variety of electrica l goods were affected by
product recalls, from fan heaters that posed a fire hazard, to ha ir
straighteners that risked an electric shock, to a 'flam mable gas
monitoring device ' that was reca lled because it carried the potential
to cause exp losions. It is clear that product recalls are a concern for
all aspects of the electronic consumer goods industry.
There are various reasons for this increase, most notably the
introduction in 2005 of product safety legislation that requires
manufacturers to inform both the authorities and consumers of any
potential risk from their products. Second ly, there is a growing
awareness amongst consumers and auth orities about the potential
health and safety issues. Thirdly, manufacturers are also sourcing
ingredients, components and packaging from further afield,
meaning they have less control over their supply chain and, thus, a
higher risk of recal ls. Next, an increasing volume of goods are being
imported from countries outside the EU, notably China, w hose
legislation is not wholly in-line with that of Europe.
That product recalls have a damagi ng effect not just on brand
sales, but also mid-term perceptions and choice of the brand , is
beyond question . A series of research studies have provided
evidence to thi s effect. Most recently, a poll from survey group
Harris Interactive found that, fo llowing a product reca ll for health
and safety reason s, 55% of customers would "tem porarily pu rchase
another brand and then purchase the recalled brand once it was
safe", 15% wou ld "purchase another brand and never purchase
the recalled brand again", and 21% wou ld "avoid usin g any brand
made by the manufacturer of the reca lled product".
The factors driving the increase in product recalls in electronics
are unlikely to reduce. In fact, th ey are much more likely to rise in
future as companies continue to outsource their production to
overseas locations in order to save on manufacturing costs .

W
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Furthermore, in the light of recent recalls, the moves by the
European Commission towards stri cter regulation suggest little
chance of relaxation.
The upward trend has exposed an area of brand risk where many
brands simply do not have contingency facilities in place . And no
worse impression is created, nor brand damage done, than in the
situation where a company is not contactable or unhelpfu l, just
w hen consumer concerns have been escalated by a product recall.
In order to provide this, compan ies must have the facilities
ava ilable to deal with the increase in calls. Too often, call centre
faci lities designed to cope with day-to-day demand are inadequate
when faced with the influx of ca ll s resulting from a product recall.
Yet, concern is rising that the rate at which contin gency facilities
are being set up, is lagging behind the increasing risk/rate of
product recall.
As a result of th e rising tide of recalls, brand managers are
anxiously and urgently investigating how they ca n set up access,
advice and enquiry channels that allow consumers to get through
to t he company, even in times of crisis when t here is a sudden spike
of enqu iries, without the whole contact infrastru ctu re being very
expensive .
The key to an effective recal l is clear and efficient communication
between the company, the co nsumer and the media. Worried
consumers must be able to get in touch with people who can
provide information and reassurance. Brands have found , in recall
crises, that simply to rely on existing careline facilities is quite
inadequate, especially in the light of previous research wh ich shows
that day-to-day contact and careline standa rds amongst various
brand categories show w ide variations. As a result, consumers and
journalists are unable to ta lk to anyone who can provide them with
clear, relevant information.
Those who have invested in emergency con tact centre facil ities
have already experienced how a well-handled product recall period
can elicit compliments and expressions of loyalty from satisfied
customers. •

The factors driving the increase in
product recalls in electronics are
unlikely to reduce
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THE TROUBLE WITH RF...

Column

CLAIMS AND DATASHEETS
very radio module manufacturer in
the world has been known to give
inaccurate information in their
datasheets; ambiguities and stuff that is not
going to make life necessarily easy for you .
I am, of course, referring to the operating
range claims made by ISM band w ireless
module manufacturers in their advertising
literature and their datasheets.
If you look at the information issued
alongside the module you're planning to
buy, you will undoubtedly find some claim
of 'typical' link range; usually a bald
statement like " range exceeds 1DOOm", or

E

EVEN TH EN, IT IS
VITALLY IMPORTANT
TO TEST YOUR
HARDWARE USING

YOUR AERIALS IN
YOUR ENVIRONM ENT.
NOTHING ELSE WILL
GUARANTEE A
RELIABLE LIN K
occasionally something slightly more
meaningful like " 75m indoors, over 150m
outdoors". And it means nothing, because
the author of the datasheet has missed out
almost al l of the supporting information
which would let you know how the module
was rea lly performing.
The actual, achievable, range of a
wireless data link can be a highly
unpredictable thing . In theory - and in
unobstructed free space - you can
meaningfully calculate a path loss, relate
that to the performance of the radio
components and get an absolute range .
But, not in the real world! Firstly, the actual
propagation will be nothing even vaguely
like the free space model (compare the
equations in Notes 1 and 2). The presence
www.electronicsworld.co.uk

of obstructions, the curvature of the earth
lim iting the line of sight "horizon " , the
proximity of the ground itself (cau sing
diffraction losses), all mess up the
propagation of your radio waves.
The qua lity (" antenna gain ") of the
aerials obviously makes a difference; so
does the elevation of the aerials (height
above ground). On top of the basic radio's
sensitivity there is the decoding algorithm's
efficiency - its ability to deal with
degraded signal to noise ratio. This can
vary by over 1OdB between edge-triggered
UARTs and proper biphase decoders, and
t he actual data rate (on basic -120dBm
sensitivity narrowband link hardware I've
measured actual decoder performance
between -116 and -126dBm, simply by
changing data rate from 4kbitls to
62bitls) .
And these are just the predictable
factors . Reflection from obstacles causes
multipath fading -specific localised
" nulls" or reductions of signal strength,
often by 10 to 20dB, or more, well inside
the calculated 'path loss' maximum range.
Sometimes, those obstacles are moving
vehicles, making these fades t ime-variable.
Buildings will cause huge variations:
wood framed light domestic constructions
are almost radio-transparent, but a steel
framed industrial unit can resemble a
Faraday Cage. Older brick or stone
structures can be totally unpred ictable .
Environmental factors can also intrude.
Remember that 2.4GHz is a water
absorption band . Dew soaked foliage in the
morning can add tens of dBs to the path
loss, changing as it dries out through the
day.
Of course, unexpected effects can also
increase range : reduced path loss is
sometimes seen down the "waveguide"
formed by straight roads between ta ll
buildings . Range is greatly increased across
water, or between the sides of a valley. And
at VHF frequencies there are infrequent
atmospheric effects such as sporadic
propagation which can cause greatly
extended (shortwave-like), unexpected,
over-horizon range for short periods .
My message here is one frequently said :
"Test everything". It is never enough to
assume t he claims made in manufacturers'

datasheets can be totally relied on , unless
their technical support engineers can
actually substantiate the claim with real
tests.
Even then, it is vitally important to test
your hardware using your aerials in your
environment. Nothing else will guarantee a
reliable link .

IT IS NEVER ENOUGH TO
ASSUME THE CLAIMS
MADE INA
MANUFACTURER'S DATA
SHEET CAN BE BELIEVED,
UNLESS THEIR TECHNICAL
SUPPORT ENGINEERS
CAN ACTUALLY
SUBSTANTIATE THE CLAIM
WITH REAL TESTS
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Finally, let's consider a rea l world exa mple I've actu ally seen in
print: Several dist ributors se ll a particular 2.4GHz Zigbee modu le as
having " up to 24km" range . Adverts and editorials claim ing this
range have appeared in reputable tech nical publications, and are
repeated on -l ine.
Closer inspection of the data revea ls +20dBm output power and
-1 06dBm sensitivity. So the unit should (optimistically, assumi ng no
fades) function over a 126dB loss path .
The calculated free space path loss at 24km = 127dB.
Egli's model suggests 200 meters for 127dB path loss at 2.4GHz,
but this model is on ly characterised between VHF and 1GHz so
shouldn 't be relied on at these frequencies .
But then refer to the manufacturer's detailed datasheet:
"Indoor/Urban : up to 1200' (370m)" -which is possible, if
optimistic!
"Outdoor line-of-sight: up to 15 mi les (24km) w/ high gain
antenna" .
So, the advertised range is in an open fi eld, unobstructed site,
w ith a clear line of sight between two (undefined) hig h ga in
aerials, either looking across a deep va lley or mounted on towers
at least 11m high (horizon distance due to earth's curvature). And
" high ga in antenna" at 2.4GHz could well mean a high ly
directional type with a gain of 15-20dBi, or more .
The only comment I can add after th at is "Let the buyer beware!" .
Note 1: For reference, here is the Egli irregular terrai n path loss
model, expressed in dB terms: (remember it refers to a path g:illQ,

so the answer is always negative):
Path ga in (d B) = 32.4- 40 x log(d)- 20 x log(F) + 20 x log
((Hr x Ht)) + Gt + Gr
F = frequen cy in M Hz
d = distance in meters
Gt, Gr = transmit and receive antenna ga in (d Bi)
Ht, Hr = height above ground of transmit and receive aeria ls
(in meters)
Note 2: And here is the "free space" model:
Path ga in (dB)= -32.44 - 201og(F)- 201og(D)
D = distance in km
The free space model is "optimi stic" in the extreme . Take an
imagined 433MHz radio lin k w ith 115dB link budget (- 105dB m Rx,
+10dBm Tx).
Eig li's model gives 230m ra nge (assuming OdBm aeria ls at 1m
elevation), wh ich is typ ical for measurements on ISM links in this
performance category.
The free space model wou ld predict 31 ki lometers.
A good, although necessari ly maths-heavy, discussion of
propagation modelling can be found at:

http:/ jpeople.seas.harvard.eduj-jonesjes151jprop_modelsjpr
opagation.html#fsl
Myk Dormer is Senior RF Design Engineer at Radiometrix Ltd
www. radiometrix. com
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AMC SYSTEMS -A NEW
GENERATION OF SYSTEMS
FOR INDUSTRIAL
APPLICATIONS
STEPHAN RUPP OF KONTRON GIVES AN OVERVIEW OF THE TECHNOLOGY AND
SYSTEM DESIGN OF ADVANCED MEZZANINE CARDS (AMCS) USED WIDELY NOT
ONLY IN TELECOMS BUT NOW IN INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS TOO
large range of Advanced
Mezzanine Cards (AMCs) have
appeared in a very short pe riod of
time. They enable the im pl ementation of
systems that comply with the MicroTCA
standard but whose application goes we ll
beyond telecommunication. AMCs also
represent an excellent base for
implement ing multi-processor systems in
the industrial sector.

A

System Components and Standards
AMCs (Advanced Mezza nine Cards)
originate from Advanced TCA (ATCA), an
industria l standard of t he PI CMG that is
connected with the success of
CompactPCI. The technical differences lie
in the fo llowing:
(1) The use of serial interfaces on the
backplane instead of traditional parallel
busses for different transport systems (e .g .
Ethernet , PCI, SAS, Seria l Rapid 1/0); and
(2) Syst ematic operation of all hardware
compo nents through IPM I (Intelligent
Platform Management Interface).
The base specificatio ns (PI CMG 3.0,
AMC.O) lay the foundations, i.e.
mechanics, IPMI as well as different
topologies and the physical properties of
the cables . The sub-specifications define
the use of special transport systems:
AMC.1 for PCI Express, AMC.2 for Giga bit
Ethernet, AMC.3 for storage med ia and
AMC.4 fo r Serial Rapid 1/0. This ensures
that the standard rema in s open for
possible fu ture extensions. Two cable pairs
www.electroni csworld .co.uk

(one for sending and one f or receiving) are
connected to an AMC port.
Seve ral protoco ls can be used in a singl e
chassis. Compatibility is checked via
electronic keying to prevent damage w hen
a board is accidentally placed into the
wrong slot. A system becomes specialised
only once it has been configured.
For AMC systems there is a second
standard: MicroTCA.O. M icroTCA defines
the use of up to 12 AMCs in a system
together w ith the shelf management,
power ma nagement and switch functi ons.
The AMCs remain unchanged . The
additio nal functions are stored in specif ic
MicroTCA components, i.e. the MC H
(MicroTCA Carrier Hub) and power
modules.

Application Areas
As standards from the te lecommunication
sector, the AMC and M icroTCA
specifications are extremely stable and
provide a reliable and long-term basis f or
systems. The areas of application go w ell
beyon d traditional te lecommunication
applicat ions. They can be split into th ree
categories: telecoms, industrial and
medical.
The group of commun ication
applications includes private branch
exchanges , base stations and radio
netwo rk controllers fo r mobile radio,
commu nication systems fo r pub lic
authoriti es and organ isati ons that perform
security fun ctions (e.g. Prof essiona l Mobile

Radio syst ems such as Tetra or P25), and
comm unication app lica ti ons and signa l
processi ng in the mi litary and aerospace
sectors .
The group of industri al applications
includes image processing and control, i.e .
applications that demand a lot of
processing power and tha t typically require
multi -processor systems (e.g. image
processing or motion control ).
Medical applications f orm the third
group and also requi re mu lti -processo r
systems to deal with th e growing nu mber
of images in diagnosti cs.

System Architecture
In contrast to traditional bus systems such
as VM E and CPCI, the AMC and MicroTCA
standards are more flexi ble and provide
more options when it comes to system
implementation . In its serial form of PCI
Express, PC I forms a su bset of the system
architecture . From the pe rspective of an
AMC, t he system can be seen in the
followi ng ways :
Management
Each AMC is connected to a manage r
that checks the system configuration and
only activates the AMC's power supp ly
when the power supply has been
successfu lly checked. These functions are
known as e-keying and power
management and are pa rt of the funct ion
of the MC H (MicroTCA Ca rrier Hub).
The MC H can also deact ivate the A MC's
feed in g voltage via t he power
El ectron ics World - September 08
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mobile radio
(Tetra),
aerospace and
defence

pTCA"'

management, when it needs to be removed or replaced during
run time (hot-swapping) . External interfaces, for example via
SNM P, are also part of the management function .
Network
AMCs usually have one or two Ethernet ports that are
connected t o an Et hernet switch. This enables AMCs in the same
system t o commu nicate with each oth er via the netwo rk. They
can also communicate with the outside world via the M CH's
externa l Ethernet port.
PC/ Express
Like PC-based systems, processor AMCs can communicate with
AMCs fo r peripheral devices via PCI Express. For this, the AMC
standard defines a clock for running PC I Express and PCI Express
ports wi th up to four serial lanes . In the simplest case the PCI
Express lanes are implemented as point-to-point connection s on
the backplane as shown in Figure 2 .
Instead of point-to-point connections, the PCI Express lanes can
be run t o the M CH and then on to t he AMC slots. In thi s case,
t he MC H needs to have a PC I switch. In both cases the individual
system slot s have special functions fro m the point of view of PCI :
processor AMCs (PC I root or up stream) and periphera l devices

AMCs
IPMB to all
AMC slots

Front

Management:
Po wer, E-Keying,
external Interfaces

Fans.
Power

Mgt. Uplink
(FE. COM)

AMC Slots
AMCs
Gb E to all
AMC slots

Front
Uplinks
(GbE. FE)

Figure 2: PCI-Express
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Network:
AMCs, Uplinks,
Topology (singlestar, dual star, extra
fabric interfaces)

(PCI nodes or down stream) A PCI Express switch enab les these
functions to be flexibly conf igured: each slot can be either a root
or a node . Moreover, by using a PCI Express switch it is easy to
distribute the processor AMC's PCI ports amo ngst several
peripheral devices.
Additional capacity for Ethernet or Serial Rapid 10
The AMC standard provides t he option of having further ports
between the AMCs in a single system for add itional capacity.
These include extra Ethernet slots (1GbE per AMC Port or 1OGbE
with four AMC ports) and Serial Rapid 10 (SR IO, also with 10
Gbits per second on four AMC ports).
In general , the additional capacity is needed for processor
communication in a multi-processor system and is implemented
via the MC H. Depend ing on t he system con f igu ration, it is
possible to use one or more MCH with Ethern et switches or SRIO.
Figure 1 shows the features that are always available in an
AMC system, according to the AMC standard. The two basic
Point-to-point backplane

Peripherals:

AMe s

PCie lanes,
PCie clocks

PC/e P2P

6.

Root (CPU)

0

Node (Peripheral)

Backplane for PCie switch

Figure 3: AMC port mappmg and backplane
functions- management and network - run together on the
MCH . For implementing the management function, the MC H is
connected to the AMCs, fans and power supp ly via the 12C bus
and the IPMB protocol.
All AMC s also have an IPM I controller with its own power
supply (3.3V) so that system management is independent of the
AMC's feeding voltage. The feeding voltage of 12V is
independent and is individually connected from the MC H for
each AMC.
The overview of the system architecture shows a significant
difference to traditional para llel bus systems. Th e backplane of an
AMC system or MicroTCA system is not fixed but instead
independent of the respective application. The standard only
specifies the AMC port and MCH port assignments . There are
conventions for mapping AMC ports to MC H ports.
One popular approach is SCOPE alliance port mapping as
shown in Figure 3 . A basis system supports management, clocks
and Ethernet on the lower AMC ports and in t he MCH (clocks
and common options). AMC ports 2 and 3 are reserved for
st orage media . In addition, t here are the "fat pipes" and
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"extended options" that can be used for
PCI Express (ports 4-7) and additional
capacity (GbE, SRIO). It makes sense to
separate PCI Express and GbE or SR IO
when both systems are in use at the same
time . AMC ports 4-7 enable the same
backplane and the same chassis to be
used with either PCI Express or SRIO .

System Design
How are AMC systems actually
implemented? Figure 4 shows a basic
system with communication via Ethernet.
A typica l application wou ld be an
extension line for Voice over IP (VoiP) with
connection to a traditional telephone
network. A processor, a signal processor
and an interface board are used as AMCs .
All AMCs communicate with each other
via Ethernet. The processor AMC is the
control centre and responsible for
establishing and terminating connections;
the signa l processor recedes the data
stream between the IP packets and the
continuous data stream; the interface
boards establish connection to the
teleph one network. The application is
structured according to protocols for
control (control plane) and data streams
(user plane) as well as protocol layers. In
terms of system architecture, Ethernet on
the AMC port 0 and an Ethernet switch in
the MCH are sufficient.
The serial version of PC I - PCI Expressis also a part of AMC systems (ports 4-7).

Figure 5 shows an example configuration
with a processor AMC and two peripheral
cards (a graphic card for an external
display and cards for external interfaces).
In the simplest case, the AMC ports are
run to the MCH via a PC ie switch. This
enables the processor to use its four PC I
Express lanes for both peripheral devices.
For external dis plays there is also an
interesting alternative that requ ires neither
a video cable nor a graphic AMC : by using
a display with bu ilt in web browser (e.g.
the Kontron M icro Client) it is possible to
connect over the Internet from any
distance. A web server that supports t he
GUis through dynamic websites (Web 2.0)
runs on the processor AMC.
Processor AMCs boot either from an
exi sting Compact Flash or over the
network. Hard drives can also be used for
operating systems and applications . Hard
drives for SAS or SATA are ava ilable in
AMC format or as external drives. Hard
drives on the AMC are connected directly
to the processor AMC via the backp lane
(AMC ports 2 or 3). AMC hard drives are
integrated into the system management,
i.e. run time configuration and
replacement is controlled by the MCH .
There are different solutions for external
hard drives:
(1) Connection via external SAS
interfaces and a host bus adapter on the
AMC. The host bus adapter is connected
to the processor AMC via PCI Express .

(2) Connection via Fibre Channel and a
host bus adapter. In contrast to SAS, Fib re
Channe l is a network protocol and al lows
external storage med ia to be organised as
storage networks.
(3) Connection via Ethernet with iSCSI,
whereby the SAS or SCSI messages are
transported over the IP and Ethernet
protocols . The external storage medium is
connected to the system via Ethernet. A
host bus adapter can take some of the
burden from the processor AMC, but it is
not essential for iSCSI.

Second Generation Systems
AMCs and MicroTCA have quickly
established themselves as industry
standards . Originating from the
telecommunication industry, they are
extremely stable and we ll designed. There
are different ways of implementing the
standard.
First generation systems can be
recognised by the AMC power module
that is implemented in addition to t he
power supp ly. The power modu le is
controlled from the MC H and connects
the AMC's feeding voltage.
Second generation systems do this in a
much more cost-effective and space saving
way: the backplane connects the feeding
voltage and has a control module for
implementing control functions via the
MCH . Standard powe r supplies can be
used .
Eliminating Cost from MicroTCA
For AMC systems it is mandatory that all
AMCs that conform to the AMC standard
can be used, as well as standard MCHs.
Cost drivers can be avoided by the
following approach to system design:
• Active backplanes instead of power
modules;
• PCI lanes and PCI clocks on the
backplane instead of PC ie switches;
• MC H reduced to management and
Ethernet (basic version: un managed
switch);
• Double width format allows complete
CPU including graphics and HDD on a
single AMC;
• When Ethernet is not needed, it is
possible to run without an MCH (CPU
takes over the management);
• Cube-shape chassis design for six
AMCs or 12 AMCs (single width)
facilitates cooling;
• Pluggab le power supp lies for different
supp ly voltages and perf ormance.

www.electronicsworl d.co.uk
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Managed or Unmanaged Switch
An Ethe rnet switch passes on Ethernet
f rames arriving at one port t o a suitable
destination . For t hi s purpose, t he switch is
able to memo rise MAC addresses of
incomin g frames at its port s. More
complex switches support additional
functions such as virt ua l LANs (VLAN).
They support t he f orw ard ing of Et hernet
frames depend ing on the VLAN id entifier
or depend ing on info rmation from t he IP
header.
The add itional functions need to be
configured, i.e. the swit ch needs an
ad ministration or management f unction.
This mean s an add itional microprocessor
with "swit ch controller" software, in ord er
to imple me nt the administration and t he
user interfa ce, as well as a more com plex
switch. For thi s reason, a managed sw itch
is much more complex and expensive than
a sim ple unma naged switch.

Uplink(1GbE)

Ill"

PrAMC (CPU)

System architecture

Compact systems with
AC power supply (4 to 6 AMCs)

OM6060
Cost-optimized systems
for single-width & dual-width AMCs
with pluggable AC & DC power
supplies (6 to 12 AMCs)
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Figure 5: PC/ Express

Carrier grade system
(2U server for 8 AMCs)

Figure 6: AMC systems

______l

I I •OSPonAMC

Figure 6 provides an overview of second generation systems with
different designs. The system at the top is a 2U server in 19-inch
format for eight AMC s (Kontron OM5080) . This system
incorporates ful l redundancy: t he management function, Ethernet
sw itches, fan s and power supply al l come with redundant
duplicates. There is no single point of failure, so it is ideal for highavailability solutions in the telecommunication and enterprise IT
sectors.
The system comes with an alarm panel w ith external
management interfaces on the front side as w ell as uplinks for 8x

OM6062

SwUh(MCH)

SIP phones

Second Generation AMCs
the Kontron Way

OM6040

-

-

GbE or 4x GbE and 2x 1OGbE . The system can be equipped with
processor AMCs, network processors or DSPs as required for media
processing, communication, packet fi ltering, web server or
appliance applications.
The middle row shows compact systems for 4-6 AMC s. The
Kontron OM6040 (four AMCs) and OM6060 (six AMCs) systems
support PCI Express, Gigabit Ethernet and Serial Rapid 1/0 for al l
standard AMCs. For thi s, the system comes with a complete MCH
with Ethernet switch as well as PCI Express or SRIO switch.
A further second generation system fam ily is shown at the
bottom of Figure 6. The Kontron OM 6062 offers space for six
AMCs in single or double width format. This design affords optimal
ventilation that can be implemented at low cost. A double w idth
processor AMC such as the Kontron AM501 0 offers space for a
disk drive and graph ics on an AMC slot for further cost savings.
The larger front can accommodate two GbE slots, USB ports and
DVI.
The AM501 0 supports either a 4x PCI Express lane or four single
PCI Express lanes. The PCI Express clocks are on the backplane
which means that only a simple MCH with the basic management
and Ethernet switch is needed. On the f ront the system has
pluggable power supply units for AC and input voltages. The
power management function can either be implemented in the
power supply (power modu le with integrated AC power supply) or
alternatively be integrated into the backplane. The latter case offers
the chance for further cost-savings through the use of regular
power supplies.
The OM6120 is a system with a furt her backplane variation that
supports up to 12 single-width AMC s wi th one or two MCHs. •
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NFC IS GOING SOLO
IAN KEEN OF INNOVISION RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY OUTLINES THE CASE FOR

NFC INTEGRATION, HIGHLIGHTING THE KEY CONSIDERATIONS WH EN
IM PLE MENTING CUSTOM NFC DESIGN

he success of Near Field
Communication (NFC) across a
range of applications depends on its
large-scale adoption . This means sim ple,
low-cost imp lementation of the technology
in mass-market electronic devices, from
mobile phones and laptops to point-of-sale
terminals and ticket machines.
One way NFC can be integrated costeffectively is through System on Chip (SoC)
implementation in other common chipsets.
In high-volume products, SoC
implementation of NFC offers significant
unit cost savings and very efficient
integration, with lower overall space,
processing and power requirements.

T
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Integration - It's Only Natural
Integration is an established fact of life in
the consumer electronics product lifecycle.
Usually, the first products to market are
built from discrete components and their
typically high sale price reflects high
production costs and small production
volumes. As a product becomes more
popular, manufacturers invest in
progressively greater integration of
components to drive down costs as
volumes increase.
For consumer electronic devices,
integration of a new technology follows a
well-trodden path . When a new technology
comes along, the first products might be

external devices connected via a cable for
example. The next step is to have card
accessories that can be plugged into the
device. Then comes a chipset that sits on
the motherboard . What follows is a closer
integration of the technology with other
functionality on the motherboard - where it
makes technical and economic sense.
Technologies undergo a similar process of
integration within the devices themselves. A
good example is the development of the
GSM mobile phone from single-band on ly
operation, through multi-band GSM
operation to multi-mode operation. As
these new capabilities were introduced,
multi-band and multi-mode blocks were
typically added for the digital logic and
signal processing parts.
Initially, however, the different RF parts
were implemented as separate blocks, as
digital log ic and RF technology were
developing at different rates and market
demand for the different combinations of
RF bands was not well establ ished. Today,
RF design and market acceptance have
moved to the point w here th e RF part is
common for all frequenc ies. Over time, it
has become possible and desirable to move
commonality further down the mobile
phone functionality stack .
The key issue facing electronic product
designers and manufacturers today is w here
and how closely NFC should be integrated
into their products .

NFC Integration Story
When to integrate NFC w ith other
technologies and which interfaces to
provide to the host system, are key
considerations. Integrate too late and you
could be left behind in the race to meet
volume demand from a mass market costeffectively.
The choice of interface point is a key
market success factor, especially when
different technologies are developing at
different speeds. If integ ration is performed
with interfaces at the wrong point -with
stable technologies integ rated with less
www.electronicsworld.co.uk
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matu re ones- adding or developing
capabil ities on the 'integrated ' side of the
divide could become much more costly
than if they had been left on the other side
of the interface. The integration point shifts
with time and changing market cond itions.
The trick is to know when to move to the
next level of integration.
NFC is going throug h the classic
integration process. The first prototype
implementations in mobi le phones were as
cover un its that clipped on to the back.
Whi le useful for accessing and testing the
market for NFC -enabled phones, they were
unlikely to t ake off as a mass-market
product - th e NFC covers cost nearly the
same fo r 10,000 units as complete phones
cost for 10 million units.
As NFC moves to the next level of
integration, designers have the choice of
developing NFC chipsets to sit on electronic
device moth erboards, or moving to SoC
implementations .

How about some Parrot speakers, the very latest NFC enabled product to hit the market
incorporating lnnovision Topaz NFC tags

./

The benefit of greater integ ration is a
sig nifica nt cost benefit in high-vol ume
production , which should more than cover
up-front design and development costs.
But before jumping in, designers and
eng ineers shou ld consider wha t role NFC
wi ll play in the device and w hether there
are 'overlap ' areas with other circuitry on
the host device's existing silicon .

The SoC Opportunity
Like any RF-ba sed technology today, NFC
requi res a certain amount of analogue
circu itry for tran sm itting and receiving
analogue radi o waves. Around 99% of
si licon is purely dig ital (mostly memory)
and there is little scope for building extra
processes on this . But t here are several
areas of combined digital/analogue circu itry
in mobile devices, includ ing Bluetooth,
Wi Fi and UWB chipsets, which provide
idea l host s for NFC processes .
Using such hosts fo r SoC
implementations of NFC makes sense
financ ially. The additional cost of includ ing
a stand-a lone NFC chipset on the typica l
electron ic device motherboard can be
between $3 an d $5 per unit and requi res
25-30 connector pins. Implementing the
sam e NFC fun ctionality as a custom IP
block on a Bluetooth chi pset typ ical ly adds
less than $1 per un it, requires 6-8
con nector pins (incl uding test pins) and
needs no separate ch ip. The NFC IP block
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can be placed in the corner of the
Bluetooth chipset using on-chip
connections.
The financ ial attractions of SoC are clear
w hen addressi ng a mass market. There are
up-front costs for developing custom IP for
SoC implementations, but these will be
repaid qu ickly through production savings
in high vol umes. W ith 300 million
Bluetooth chipsets sold annually, it wou ld
be very qu ick to recoup even a $1m
development investment if the
manufacturer can charge an extra $0.50
per unit for built-in NFC capability.
The re duction in pin connectors is also
significa nt, because motherboa rd 'rea l
estate' in devices like mobile phones and
digital cameras is limited and expensive.
Integrat ing NFC with existing chipsets
also makes sense technically. Many of t he
processes and components needed by
these RF-based technologies are the same:
antenna, power, clock, data bus, etc.
Having the NFC IP block on-chip also
avoids the need for it to have its own ESD

Telnet

protection and drivers to ensure it works
over the distances involved .
The choice between a custom IP block for
SoC and a custom chip implementati on is
determ ined by t he project emph asis memory, size, power requirement, for
example - or if additional functionality is
required for an existing SoC. For examp le,
to add NFC capability to a Bluetooth SoC,
the cha llenges stem from the fact that
different semiconduct or vendors use
different SoC design procedures . Some
emphasise memory optimisation, others
focus on size, layout or power
consum ption. Providing an NFC IP block
that is optim ised for use across th ese
different environments requires extensive
experience of the fab industry tools,
individual vendors' procedures, an in-depth
understa ndi ng of customers' requirements
and desig n-flow.

Customising It
Assuming t here is sufficient volume to
justify the development costs, custom IC
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Agilent (HP) 435AIB, 436A, 4637B, 438A Power Meters from
Agilent (HP) 3561 A Dynamic Signal Analyser
Agilent (HP) 3562A Dual Ch. Dynamic Sig. Analyser
Agilent (HP) 3582A Spectrum Analyser Dual Channel
Agilent (HP) 3585A and B Spec. An. (40MHz) from
Agilent (HP) 35660A Dynamic Sig. An
Agilent (HP) 4191A RI F Impedance analyzer (1 GH z)
Agilent (HP) 4192A UF Impedance Analyser (13MHz)
Agilent (HP) 4193A Vector Impedance Meter
Agilent (HP) 41 94A Impedance Gain- Phase Analyser
Agilent (HP) 429 1B RIF Impedance Material Analyser
Agilent (HP) E4438C Vector Signal Generator(+various opts) cal 'd
Agilent (HP) 8508A (with 85031B) Vector Voltmeter
Agilent (HP) 8970B Noise Figure Meter
Agilent (HP) E4420B Signal Generator 2 GHz
Agilent (HP) E4425B Signal Generator 3 GHz
Agilent (HP) 8131 A (opts 1 I 20) 500MHz High Speed Pulse Gen.
Agilent (HP) E4418B Power Meter
Agilent (HP) 4396A Network I Spectrum Analyser 1.8GHz
Agilent (HP) 3458A 8.5 Digit Multimeter (calibrated)
Agilent (HP) 54820A lnfiniu m Oscilloscope 500MHz- 2Gsls- 2Ch .
Agilent (HP) 4195A Network I Spectrum Analyser 500 MHz
Agilent (HP) 8510B + 8515A Network An . + 'S' Parameter (26.5GHz)
Agilent (HP) 8753A I 8753B /8753C I with 85046A /85047A
Voltech PM3000A AC Universal Power Analyser
Agilent (HP) 4274A LC R Meter
Agilent (HP) 4275A LCR Meter
Agilent (HP) 4276A LCR Meter
Agilent (HP) 4278A Capacitance Meter (1KHz I 1MHz)
Agilent (HP) 5342A Frequency Counter (18GHz)
Agilent (HP) 5351 B Frequency Counter (26.5G Hz)
Agilent (HP) 5352B Frequency Counter (40GHz)
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design -whether for stand-alone or SoC
implementations- offers the advantage of
enabling a designer to f ocus on meeting
cust omer requirements in a way that
ca nnot be achieved using sta ndard
products .
In a nutshell, custom IC design optimises
the cost of IP ownership and contains
exclusively non-recurrent engineering. This
means that for a given appl ication, power
usage, silicon area an d memory can be
optimised to a specific requ irement. Usi ng
custom IC design for NFC SoC
implementations also mea ns the host
chipset designers do not need to become
experts in a new area.
As NFC becomes more widely adopted as
a mass-market technology, the advantages
of SoC implementations become more
compell ing . Bluetooth chipset
manufact urers have shown that
Bluetooth/FM integrati on is a successful
busi ness model in the mobile phone ma rket
and the potential for NFC integrat ion in
consumer electronic devices is huge . •
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Ag ilent (HP) 53131A Frequency Counter
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Agilent (HP) 53181A Frequency Counter
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£5750
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Agilent (HP) 6032A Power Supply (60V - 50A)
£1350
Agilent (HP) 6671 A Power Supply (8V - 200A)
£2995
Agilent (HP) E441 1A Spectrum Analyser (9kHz- 1.5GHz)
Agilent (HP) 8924C COMA Mobile Station Test Set
£3000
Agilent (HP) E8285C COMA Mobile Station Test Set
£3000
£1000
Agilent (HP) 54520A 500MHz 2 Channel Oscilloscope
£3000
Agilent (HP) 546450 100MHz Mixed Signal Oscilloscope
£4500
Agilen t (HP) 87 13B 300kHz- 3GHz Network Analyser
Agilent (HP) 8592B 9kHz- 22GHz Spectrum Analyser
£6250
£4700
Amplifier Research 10W1 000B Power Amplifier (1 GHz)
£3750
Rohde & Schwarz XSRM Rubidium Frequency Standard
£1750
R&S SMG (0.1 - 1 GHz) Sig . Gen.
£1250
Tektronix TH S 720A 100MH z 2 Ch annel Hand-held Osci lloscope
W&G PFJ 8 Error & Jitter Test Set
£4500
£1 850
Wayne Kerr AP 6050A Power Supply (60V - 50A)
£5500
Wayne Kerr 3260A+3265A Precision Mag. An. with Bias Unit
£1750
Wayne Kerr 3245 Precision Ind. An alyser
Various other calibrators in stock. Call for stock I prices
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THE MOBILE PHONE CAN BE
THE PERFECT PAYMENT TOOL
ith the latest advances in
Information and
Communication Technologies
(ICT), using different technologies for
electronic-payment has become a major
issue in the retail market. The use of
portab le communication devices became a
particularly attractive option when the
versatility, security and simplicity features
of payment technologies are being
considered.
In this article, we investigate the use of
mobile communication devices as
versatile, secure and simple micropayment tools, which sat isfy the related
financial, technological, computational
and managerial requirements .
The versatility and security of the
method comes from the use of a mob ile
phone and a Variable Transaction Number
(VTN) in each transaction. Experimental
results have shown that, the syste matic
requirements for the implementation of
this technology are minimal and the costs
involved are very much reasonable.

W

Keeping Losses at Bay
Due to the fraudulent use, loss or damage
of the card-based electronic payment (epayment ) devices such as Visa,
MasterCard, Card Plus and American
Express, there is a significant annual
financia l loss. In addition, the
implementation of electronic signatu re
introduced other security problems due to
the lack of facilities to enter the Personal
Identification Number (PIN) at the Point of
Sale (POS) terminals . A simple but yet
versatile and secure electronic payment
technology could be implemented by the
use of Mobile Phones (MP), that wi ll
eliminate the secu rity related problems
due to the use of card based electronic
payment devices.
MPs could be used in e-payment in
severa l different ways, such as, SMS, lrDa,
Bluetooth, RFID etc. These methods have
the common ground of charging the
mobile phone for the purchases made and
integrate the purchasing expenses as well
as the mobile phone bill .

(2)
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Customer buys
products and
services and inputs
payment tool
infonnation.

(4)

(3)

Merchant receives
Processing
Processor routes
service
customer
inf01mation to
bank that issued
routes
infonnation and
sends it to payment infonnation customer payment
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processing setvice. to processor.

~

~

B
VJ) VJ)
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~

~

Transaction Broker
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Processing
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Figure 1: Payment processmg authonsation cycle
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HASAN AMCA AND
ERBUG CELEB I, OF THE
ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT AT THE
EASTERN
MEDITERRANEAN
UNIVERSITY AND THE
COMPUTER ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT AT THE
CYPRUS INTERNATIONAL
UNIVERSITY RESPECTIVELY,
PRESENT THEIR SOLUTION
OF USING THE MOBILE
PHONE AS OPERATORINDEPENDENT, SECURE
MICRO-PAYMENT TOOL
The SMS method all ows users to
anonymously and securely pay for the
products and services they purchased via
their mobile phone by sending a text
message to a premium number. The
customers are then charged on their
mobile phone invoice.
The SMS method is designed to work in
batch processing mode and, therefore,
might take a long time to confirm credit
approval by the bank and complete the
transaction.
Desp ite the well defined lrDa
speci fication s, the relatively long setuptime renders lrDa useless for mobile
payment (m-payment). The "express
payment", designed to redu ce the setuptime, reduces the transaction time
sig nificantly. However, it also reduces the
sec urity level by giving the privilege t o the
devices to bill the consumer without
authentication and making them
potentially vulnerab le to financial fraud.
Bluetooth requires a relatively lon g setElectron ics Wo rld - September 08
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Figure 2 : Payment fJrocesstng )PftiPmen t cycle

uptime befo re the payment process starts .
Plus, it has a non-selective nature. A
Bl uetooth device will search for all devices
within a short range. This might mean a
large number of Bluetooth devices in a
shopping cent re, for examp le.
The usage of RFID in m-payment cou ld
be comparable to Bluetooth and, as such,
is also seen as delay and complexity
limited .
The met hod we propose in this article
uses a credit provider-generated , secure.
transaction number, unique to each
transaction. Th is number is transmitted
through the GPRS channel and
transformed into a barcode by th e MP
that can easily be read by the merchant's
barcode reader. This allows for the
shortcomings in terms of laten cy, secu rity
and usability mentioned above, to be
overcome.
This method of payment could be made
avai lab le in societies where the Mobi le
Phone usage is more widespread than the
Credit Card (CC) . Most of the
underdeveloped and developing countries
have hi gher rate of mobile phone
penetratio n than CC. Hence, m-payment
in such countries can help improve the
spread of electronic payment techn ologies
by using MPs instead of CCs .
Online Payment Processing Methods
Electronic payment could be referred to as
28
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payment for the purchase of goods or
services without using cash . An electronic
payment solution should be versatile,
secure and easy to use so that the
commo n fraud -related risks such as
product, identity or cash theft wil l be
avoided . To satisfy these requ irements, an
electronic payment solution should consist
of two ste ps: 1) authorisat ion and 2)
settleme nt.
Authorisation ve ri fies that the payment
tool is active and t he customer has
sufficient credi t to make th e transaction.
This is shown in Figure 1. Settlement is
the process of charging the customer's
payment account and transferring money
f rom the custom er's account to th e
merchant's account through a transaction
broker such as PayPal, fo r example . This is
depicted in Figure 2.
VTNB Method
The repetitive use of the fixed credit cards
and the fi xed verification numbers in all
transact ions poses a major threat on the
use of card-based electronic payment
systems, since such num bers are easy to
remembe r and re lative ly easy for some
attackers to steal. More common ways of
unlawfully obtaining credit card
information such as shou lder surfing ,
dumpster-diving , packet intercepting and
database stealing, also exist.
Due to t he fraudulent use, loss or

damage prob lems, yearly, there is a
significa nt f inancial loss. Not only does
the CC fraud cause money loss, but also
sign ificant worry among customers .
Hence, a successful method for payment
should elim inate these problems and
allow customers to make payments
without worry.
As a candidate for secure payment
method, the Variable Transaction Number
Barcode (VTNB) method should depend
on different factors such as: systematic
simplicity and feas ibility, open
architecture, short transaction delay, ease
of use by the target customers,
interoperability between different ven dors
and security. The VTNB method uses
existing telecommunications infrastructure
and it sat isfies all of the above crite ria , as
presented here.
Simplicity and Feasibility
The systematic simplicity and feasibility
refers to the add itional hardware and
softwa re requ ired to build the VTNB over
the existing payment system . The VTNB
system should also be fast, traversing
minimum number of proprietary
network s. Th is way, payment of small
amou nts is possible si nce network usage
is limited and the ove rhead is low. This
can be better understood wi th reference
to Figures 3 and 4. The VTNB method of
payment is basically simila r to the credit
card method except that, in the forme r
the onscreen barcode is read by the
barcode reader and manipulated by the
termina l device replaci ng the PO S
terminal. The terminal device is a single
board computer w ith a GPRS suppo rt and
a USB soc kets. A PC 104 running on Linux
could be used to produce the terminal
device, as shown in Figure 5.
Layered Protocol Architecture
The widespread acceptance of the VTNB
method depends on the choice of the
architecture and the communication
protocol used . The architecture should
suppo rt the Open System Interconnectio n
(OSI) architecture so that differen t ven dors
could produce electro nic equipment such
as the VTN B processor compatible with
the barcode reader and the merchan ts
stock control system . The layers of VTNB
protocol stack are shown in Figure 6.
The application laye r of VTNB hosts the
application program responsib le for
receiving the VTN through the GPRS
www.electron icsworl d.co.uk
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Figure 3: VTNB payment processmg authonsat1on cycle

channe l and performing the necessary
operations. Steps 5, 9, 10 and 13 in Figure
3 are defined in the VTNB Application
Layer Protocol and are described in the
following steps .
After the transaction amount is
displayed on the merchant's termina l
scree n, the customer decides to pay by
VTNB method. Payment is initiated by
reading the MP phone number in the form
of barcode from the back cover of the MP
(58).
The phone number is sent to the VPOS
throug h wireline network and the VPOS
sends the VTN to the MP if the phone
number is authorised for such payment.
The VTNB is presented to the merchant's
Charge Coupled Device (CCD) barcode
www.electronicsworld.co.uk

reader to finalise the payment process
(steps 5 to 10). This is followed by
verification of the VTN by t he VPOS (12).
The on- lin e connection to the VPOS is
provided by the modu le on the cash
register instead of the PO S device .
An add itional security level is created by
introducing the entry of a PIN to the MP
during the payment cycle right after step
7. Once the user accepts (by entering the
PIN code on the MP) to pay the amou nt
on the merchants scree n, the payment
process is completed .
The VTNB payment system is suitable for
different types of app lications including in
petrol stations, vending machines, buses,
car parks, ATM s, cinemas and theatres,
classroom attendance checks etc.

Transaction Delay
Transaction delay is one of the most
important factors for acceptabil ity of an
electronic payment syst em . Literatu re
survey has shown that, id eally, such a
delay shou ld be less than one second . The
transaction delay in a VTNB system is
expected to be shorte r than that of the
Bluetooth, RFID and lrDA, but similar to
that of the conventiona l Credit Card (CC)
method. The delay is due to the read in g
of the phone number barcode, applying
to the VPOS for a VTN, validation and
grantin g of VTN, reading VTN by barcode
reade r, verification of VTN and bil ling
mechanism .
The VTN is random ly drawn from a set
w ith a negotiation between the fina ncial
Electronics World - September 08
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T6 : Verifying the VTN and sending
the receipt to both, the merchant and
the customer (1 2,13).
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MOVE
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(3)

,,.

ACQUIRING BANK

CREDITS
(4)

Fig. 4: VTNB payment processing system settlement cycle.

Figure 4: VTNB payment processmg system settlement cycle

Ease of Use by t he Target Custom er
The usage of the VTNB technolog y is as
simple as sliding a product in front of
the barcode reader, which means we
can treat the mobile phone as nothing
more than just a 'p roduct' too .
The users are not expected to have
any special skills to adapt to the
method. The only requireme nt is the
need to reg ister for the service prior to
usage. In countries w here the use of
credit cards is not widespread but the
MP penetration rate is high, the VTNB
system is expected to find high levels of
public acceptance .
Vendor lnteropera bility
A set of global foundational m-payment
standards need to be agreed upon in
order for content providers to reach a
critical mass of paying customers who,
in turn, will then have a plentiful sup ply
of applications and services to choose
from . This will enable widespread
availability of m-payment and the target
customer range will also increase.

service provider and the mobile termina l
(MT), preferably as a function of the
International Mobile Equipment Identity
(IM EI) number of the MT. The provision of
the VTN is the major challenge in the
proposed method of payment and more
research is to be made to eliminate delay
in generating VTN without compromising
security. The delays involved are presented
in Fig ure 7 .
Parameters effecting delay are: set-up
time, connection time, data transfer time,
processing time, security verification t ime
and disconnection time. The following
section clarifies the delay mechanism,
which starts after reading and
transmitting the MP number barcode from
the back cover of the mob il e phone (S B).
The LOOP delay in VTNB Mobile Payment
System includes:
T1 : Payment valida tion query
transmi tted to the VPOS (6);
T2 : Credit balance check and
validation (7 ,8);
T3 : Validation of the payment cred it
by sending a VTN to the MP (9);
T4 : Reading the VTNB (1 0);
Ts: Sending the VTNB to the VPOS
for app rova l (1 1);
30
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For the VTNB method to pick up easily
and spread al l arou nd the world , a
standardi sed communication and
interconnection standard shou ld be
adapted in order for the equ ipment
ma nufacturers to produce devices that will
intemperate with the VTNB system . This
req uirement is satisfied by t he use of an
open archite cture.

Security
The VTN is creat ed randomly in order to
avoid reprodu ct ion w ithout th e MP
holder's con sent. The VTN should be
accompanied by t he PIN of the MP user.
The process of entering the PIN at the
PO S machine could ea sily be replaced by
entering the PIN on a mobile pho ne, in
privacy and comfort of the user. User
port ability is provi ded by the SIM card and
t he M P numbe r ba rcode can be situated
at the back of th e phone .
Keeping and protecting paper receipts
for future refere nce is also a security issue
in m-payment methods . Paper re ceipts
can be lost and cause consumer
in convenience and dissatisfaction in CC
payment system s. How ever, the storage
nature of the electronic rece ipts helps to
protect them and w ork the m out ea sily in
electronic for m.

VALIDATE
PAYMENT
CREDIT BY
SENDINGVTN
TO MOBILE
TERMINAL

PAYMENT
VALIDA TN
QUERY SENT
TOVPOS

Set-up and Results
The VTNB system , w hich is designed with
an embedded system approach, is
implemen t ed on an x86 ba sed Sing le
Board Compute r (SBC) running on
Ubuntu Linu x, w hich has been especia lly
desi gned for embedded systems, with
low memory and CPU resources.
In the embedded system approach, the
system is desig ne d to run for a relatively
long time wit hou t errors . In the case of
errors, a self re covery mechanism, such
as a w atchdog timer, is usually
employed . No mechanical or moving
pa rts such as hard disks are included.
The embedded systems are less
tolerant of errors. Therefore , they have a
more sophi stica te d and thorough testing
procedures .
The final system prototype is made up
of a 133MHz CPU, 64MB RAM, IDE
interface, 2 x USB ports, PCI interface, a
parallel port, 2 x RS232 ports, AGP
compliant VGA interface, 44-pin IDE
fla sh disk to store the system and
application programs, keyboard, VGA
display and +5V power supply. In
addition, there 's a Hitachi HD44780based 20 x 4 character LCD controller
wi th an LCD4 Linux driver as the display
means.
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Figure 6: The 7-layer protocol stack for connection management between the MT
and the POS terminal
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Figure 7: The delays involved m the VTNB method
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This SBC will replace the POS terminal at
the merchants counter. An application
program using LibCurl (this is a common
library used to grant web access to mobile
devices) is developed and installed on the
SBC as shown in Figure 5. An application
program that generates the VTN is also
developed to run on the web server. In
addition to VTN management, this
application program will be responsible for
bank transactions, keeping authorisation
logs, managing the database and
generating records to enable system
tracking. A Java application program that
w ill aid receiving the VTN and converting it
into a barcode is also developed using
Midlets, for installation on the MT.
The prelim inary test results have shown
that the MP ca n be used as an electronic
payment device along with the VTNB
support framework . The loop delay is
estimated through empirical
measurements and timing calculations
between the source and destination,
resulting in T1 = 0.2s, T2 = 0.2s, T3 = 2s,
T4 = 1s, T5 = 0.2s, T6 = 2s. The overall delay
is therefore around 5.6 seconds, which is of
the same order as the CC usage delay as
our empirical study has shown .
The security checks are fully operational
and no run-time errors or defects is
observed during 120-hour test run .

A Solid Alternative
Card-based electronic payment services
have been widely used throughout the
world for several decades. How ever, due
to the security gap in t hese services,
alternative solutions have been sought out
by the financial service providers . The use
of mobile phones appeared to be the
closest contender to card-based payments
due to the advanced security features,
rel iability, interoperability between
different vendors, ease of use by the
target customers, high penetrat ion rate,
simplicity in implementation and technica l
feasibi lity. The system also guarantees
that, the service provis ioning by banks,
operators and terminal manufacturers are
also independent from each other.
The mobile phone based VTNB system ,
wh ich is introduced as an alternative
electronic-payment scheme, has proven to
be efficient, fast and highly secure .
Through the use of PINs for
authentication, VTNB could yield an even
higher level of security. The method could
easi ly be customised to support either
credit or debit-based payment schemes . •
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COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGIES FOR PMSE
EQUIPMENT

MIKE MARTINDELL,

he move of terrestria l television
f rom ana logue to dig ita l
tra nsm ission is freeing up a range
of UHF broadcast f requencies, some of
which are cu rrently used for rad io
micropho nes and similar PMSE equ ipment.
PMSE eq ui pment suppliers have used
analogue FM for over 40 years as a
transmiss ion method . With the squeeze
on spectrum and a range of digita l
transmiss ion techniques now available, are
there new, more spectrum-efficient
solutions?

T

Performance Related
PMSE appli cations can be divided into two
ma in areas: low-to-med ium qua lity
communications links, such as ta lk-back
and intercom applications, and
perform ance-grade aud io systems, such as
radio microphones .
For basic communications links, voice
intellig ibility is the key, so li mited dynamic
range and some interference and latency
can be tolerated . In this appl ication, speech
quality di gital technolog ies such as DECT
are su ffi cient f or purpose, tra nsmitting
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Figure 1: A s1mple d1g1tal rad1o m1crophone system
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typically at 64kbs in an unlicensed radio
band .
However, performance-grade
microphones and monitoring systems
require similar performance standards to
studio microphones. Here, performance
parameters such as a wide dynam ic range
(95-1 05dB = 16 or 18 digital data sample
size); frequency response (1OHz -20k Hz =
44 or 48kHz sampling frequency); low
latency (0-5ms); good battery life (840hrs); physical size; freedom from
interference and low cost, are all key
factors.
Using these parameters, we can
investigate the radio bandwidth needed
for a digital tran smission system .

Digital, Audio, Radio Transmission
System
Figure 1 shows the basic blocks required
for a digital radio system . Typ ical latency
values are shown for each block. The total
system latency is the sum of these
individual values.
Digital system data rate
The required bandwidth is dependent
on the digital data rate and the
modulation method.
Based on the Pu lse Code Modulation
(PCM) scheme, the data rate is given by
the sample size multiplied by the sampling
frequency, so for a 16-bit sample taken at
44kHz rate, the data rate is 16 x 44 =
704kbs.
This is raw aud io data that will need t he
addition of between 50% to 300%
additional data for error correction and
synchronisation . Taking the best case of
50%, this gives a transmission data rate
of 1.5 x 704kbs = 1056kbs .
Transmission efficiency
The radio bandwidth required to
transmit data depends on the modulation
type. Simple modulation schemes such as
Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK)
and Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK)
have efficiencies of 1.24 to 1.66bps/Hz
bandwidth.
With the previously calculated data rate,
th is gives a required radio bandwidth of
between 852kHz and 636kHz. Compared
with an FM analogue transmission
bandwidt h of nom inally 140kHz, on a
200kHz channel spacing, a simple digital
transmission, w it hout data compression , is
very poor at spectrum efficiency.
Improving Transmission Efficiency
There are three areas where the radio
www.electronicsworld .co.uk

t ransmission bandwidth for simple digital
transmission can be improved :
Lowering the data rate
Reducing the number on transmitted
bits is practical by using Adaptive
Differential Pulse Code Modulation
(ADPCM). ADPCM techniques are the only
practicable data reduction method with
low latency. Low audio quality ADPCM
has been used in digita l links between
telephone exchanges fo r forty years .
Realistically, to keep an acceptable audio
quality, the minimum ADPCM word length
needs to be on average around 4 bits per
samp le.
Minimising the forward error
correction overhead
A data overhead of 50% is probably the
least amount of forward error correction
(FEC) that can be considered in practice .
Note that by decreasing the audio data
rate, the 50 % overhead generally scales
down proportionally.
Using higher order modulation
schemes
High order modu lat io n methods can
improve spectrum efficiency. However,
higher order schemes are more subject to
interference and corruption, and require
more error correction overhead, so there is
a comprom ise requi red for optimum
overa ll performance and efficient
transmission .
A modulation techn ique such as
16QAM gives a bandwidth efficiency of
3. 18 bits per Hz, however the overhead
wil l red uce the theoret ica l gains in
efficiency. In addition, the transmitter
topology becomes considerably more
complex and power-hungry, reducing
power consumption and increasing size.
This method is not compatible with sma ll
battery-powered portable equipment.
Simpler modulation schemes such as
Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK), GMSK
and up to QPSK provide an optimum
solution.

Improved Digital System Bandwidths

Example:
ADPCM sample size : 4 bits
Sampling frequency : 44k Hz
FEC overhead : 50 %
Therefore, the raw data rate = 4 x 44k Hz
= 176kbs
With 50% FEC added = 264kbs
- Using GMSK modulation (1.24bps/Hz)
gives 264/1.24 = 213k Hz transmission
bandwidt h.
-Using QPSK modulation (1 .66bps/Hz)

PMSE

gives 264/1 .66 = 159kHz transmission
bandwidth.
The exact figures used for this exa mple
and t he assumptions ma de for audio
quality and overa ll performance can be
open to debate, and th is should be
considered a minima l level quality aud io
solution.
For comparison, aud io compression by
NICAM digital stereo encoding , as used in
TV broadcasting is 728kbs, or 364kbs in
mono.
Fundamentally, these examples
demonstrate that at t he minimum , a
qua lity digital transm ission will have
similar spectrum requirements as the
nomina l 200kHz channel spacing used for
analogue FM transmission by radio
microp hones .

High Quality Demands
High qual ity PMSE equi pment demands
low latency, otherwise users are unable to
create a live performance as a coherent
group of performers.
High deg rees of dig ital compression
require large blocks of data to work on .
This demands long latency periods, in
practice the amount of data compression
appropriat e for PMS E equipment is
extremely limited .
Wh il e spectrum effi ciency can be
improved by using higher orders of
modulation, high order modulation
schemes require higher levels of error
correction and latency. In addition, t he
techno logy requ ired t o generate hig her
order modu lation schemes is powerhungry, making it unsu itable for batt erypowered portable appl icat ions.
Low latency lim its the amount of error
correction avai lab le to cope w ith a noisy
transm ission environment. Error recovery
from bu rst type interference is only
possible fo r interference burst lengths of
less than 50% of the total latency time,
therefore the digital audio transmission
channel must be relat ively clean of
interference, which t ightly constrains the
use of shared spectrum.
In conclusion, digital solutions for PMSE
equipment offer only a marginal
improvement over analogue transmissions
for rad io spectrum efficiency, with an
increase in complexity. However, digital
transm ission systems do offer robustness,
more system flexibility and enable
dynamic modes of operation such as
freque ncy hopping, w hi ch are not
availab le t o analogue systems .
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PMSE Feature

Manufacturing Socket & Connector Solutions

~ LED Sockets vertical & horizontal

I~ I

BGA Sockets

Ultra low profile 2.00mm pitch

Female Connectors 1.27, 2.00, 2.54mm pitch

Low Profile SMD headers 1.27, 2.00, 2.54 pitch

I~ I

[::1]

Elevated Sockets PC1 04 and PC1 04+

lj/ ILl

SMD turned pin socket

I~ I

ZIF, FPC connectors/cables

E-tec m anufactures in Switzerland , Taiwan a nd the U K . In the UK we produce m an y special sockets and
adaptors so if you have a req uireme nt for a specific board to board s pac ing, need a special footprint w ith
unorthodox pins, need to convert from a PGA to a QFP, or need to seco nd source a H arwi n or Sa mtec
connec to r, or simply need assista nce o n surface mou nt co nnecto rs why not give us a caJ J to solve your problem.
E-tec Interconnect (UK) Ltd, Units AS and A6 Decimus Park, Kingstanding Way, Tunbridge Wells TN2 3GP
Tel: (01892) 530260
Fax : (01892) 515560
info@ e-tec.co.uk
www.e-tec.co.uk
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ELECTRONICALLY TUNABLE
MULTIFUNCTION VOLTAGEMODE FILTER
oltage-mode filters employing current conveyors
have been receiving attention nowadays.
Moreover, it is good for a circu it to employ
grounded passive elements only - especially grounded
capacitors- and not requ ire passive componentmatching conditions, thus very convenient for fully
integrated circuit technology.
Also, the designs of operational transconductance
amplifiers together with capacitor (OTA-C) filter circuits
require no resistors. Therefore, they are more suitable to
monolithic integration than other, currently available
conveyors .
Recently, the use of differential difference current
conveyors (DDCCs) in filte r design has received
considerable attention as its can utilise t he addition and
subtraction operators at the port X termina l. Of
particular interest here is the use of OTAs and DDCC for
designing an electronically-tunable versatile universal
voltage-mode filter.
Here, I present a new electron ically tunable
multifunction voltage-mode filter. The proposed circui t
offers the fol lowing features:
- realisation of highpass, bandpass and lowpass
signals from the same configuration;
-the use of two grounded capacitors, ideal for
integrated circuit implement ation;
- no requ irement for component-matching conditions;
-high input impedance good for cascadability;
-electronic tunability.
The OTA is a differential voltage-controlled current
source with transconductance ga in gm. which can be
characterised by the port relations of:

V

Vol

X
L-----------------------------~---ovo3

Figure 1: The proposed multdunct1on voltage-mode umversal filter
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The positive DDCC can be characterised by the port
relations of :

I YI = IY2 =I Y3 =0
and

lz

=

vx = VYI

-40
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"'
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-50
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-VY2 + VYJ
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The proposed circuit, as shown in Figure 1, employs
two OTAs, one DDCC and two grounded capacitors. The
configuration does not employ externa l resistors, thus is
an active-C filter. Routine analysis of the circuit gives the
following fi lter transfer fu nctions in Equation 1:

-60

o :simulat ion (LP)
x :si mulation (B P)

-70

• :simulation (HP)

Vo3(HP)

-BO.f.;-~~~_._._.j-:--~~..............c.u.L:--..___._._'-"-'-''-'-'-:-----'~~~

1~

1~

1~

1~

1~

frequency(Hz)

Figure 2: Simulated frequency responses of HP, BP and LP
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Yo,
V;"

sC2gm,
2
s C,C2 + sC 2gm, + g m,g m2

v o2
V ;n

- gm ,gm2
s 2C ,C 2 +SC 2gm, +g m,g m2

Y03

s C,C 2

To validat e the t heoretica l predicti on of Figu re 1, a simulation
using H-Spice wi th TSMC 0 . 25 ~-tm process w as performed . The
component values in Figure 1 we re given by:

gml

=

g m2

= 3 1 7 ~-t S and C 1=C 2=50p F, leadin g to a centre f requency of

V;"

2

fo = IMH z

2
s C 1C 2 + sC 2gm, + gm,g m2

The reso nance angu lar frequ ency and qu ality factor Q are
obtained in Equation 2:

The low passive sensi tivit ies of and Q are obta ined in Equation 3:

and qua lity factor of Q = 1.
Figure 2 shows the simulated an d theoretica l responses of
hig hpass (HP), ba ndpass (BP) and low pass (LP) conf igu rations. As
ca n be seen , t here is a close agreement between theory and
sim ulat ion .

Hua-Pin Chen
Department of Elect ronic Engineering ,
De- Lin Institut e of Technology,
Taiw an

1
Sw' = Sw' = = -sw' =-Sw' =- ·
&ml
8 m2
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cl
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PC TEMPERATURE ALARM
f you r PC overheats it cou ld damage
expensive components. The circu it in th is
project wi ll w arn you w hen it is getting
warm .
Over the years, the complexity of PCs has
increased substantially. Modern PC s have
more complex processors, more memory
and more sophisti cated graphics ca rds than
the PCs of yesteryea r.
Paradoxically, t he amount of power
consumed by the average PC has actually
reduced, but only slightly. Modern
technology has given us computers t hat
have most of the circuit ry in just a handful
of chips, and the redu ced power
consumption is a by-prod uct of th is LSI and
VSLI approach . Some PCs, however, still
have power supplies that are capable of
supplying around 200W, but few PC s
actual ly consume anyth ing approach ing this
figure .
On the ot her hand, apart f rom some
portable and smal l desktop computers t hat
use the latest micro-power components,
most PCs still consume significant amount of
pow er and generate a certain amount of
heat.
The temperature inside the average PC
starts to rise w ell above the ambient
temperature, soon after power-up. Some of
the larger integrated circuits run quite hot
and if the temperature inside t he PC rises
too high, t here is a risk th at these devices

I
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w ill not be able to lose heat at a f ast
enough rat e. This could, in t urn, lead to
them malfunctioning before too long.

any available slot in the host PC. The unit is
powered f rom the PC and its current
consumption is only about 12mA.

Keeping Heat at Bay
Various means of combating overheating are
available and these range fro m simple
temperature alarms to up-market devices,
such as t emperature-activated fa ns to keep
the microprocessors cool.
The simple device featured here is a
temperature alarm, w hich act ivates an audio
'beeper' w hen the temperatu re inside t he
PC exceeds a preset th reshold level. This
temperature is user-adjustable and can be
anythi ng fro m 0 t o 100 degrees Centi grade.
The un it is in the form of a small PC
expansion card, w hich is simply plugged into

Operation
Figure 1 show s a block diagram for the PC
temperature alarm . The basis of the unit is a
semiconductor temperature sensor. All
semiconductors are affect ed by temperature
changes, which can cause problems. A
semiconductor temperature sensor puts thi s
phenomenon to good use.
A f orwa rd-biased si licon diode forms the
basis of most sem icond uct or temperatu re
sensors. There is potential of about 0.65V
developed across a forwa rd-biased silicon
diode, but the exact voltage is dependent,
to some extent, on the bias current used

Figure 1: Block d1agram of the PC temperature alarm
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PARTS LIST
Resistors
R1 10K
R2 39K
R3 4K7
R4 2M2
R5 33K
R6 330K
R7 15K
R8 47K
VR1 1OK 18 turn trim pot

Figure 2: The pnnted orcwt components overlay of the PC temperature alarm orcwt

and the temperature of the diode. If the
diode is biased with a constant current, the
output voltage is only dependent on the
diode's temperature.
Even quite large changes in the
temperature do not provide major changes in
the output voltage. The change is typically
about two or three millivolts per degree
Centigrade, with positive changes in
temperature giving a reduction in the output
voltage.
The linearity is quite good however, which
makes semiconductor temperature sensors a
good choice for temperature measurement,
as well as simply detecting a certain
temperature. In order to use a diode sensor
in most practical application, it is necessary to
use certain amount of amplification, plus
some level shifting or other signal
conditioning.
The sensor used in this project provides a
substantial amount of on-chip signal
conditioning, including amplification, level
shifting and phase inversion. As a result of
this it provides an output potential that is
equal to 1OmV per degree Centigrade. It,
therefore, provides an output voltage of 0 to
1V over its operating range.
A voltage detector stage compares the
output voltage of the temperature sensor
with a preset reference voltage. The output
of the comparator goes high if the output
potential from the sensor exceeds the
reference voltage. When this happens, the
voltage comparator switches on a low
frequency oscillator, which in turn pulses an
audio oscillator on and off. This generates a
sim ple 'beep-beep' alarm sound, which is
adequate for an application of this type. The

www.electronicsworld.co.uk

reference voltage determines the temperature
at which the alarm is activated .
The required reference voltage (in millivolts)
is equal to the required threshold
temperature, multiplied by ten. For example,
for a threshold temperature of 37 degrees
Centigrade, a reference voltage of 370mV
(0.37V) is needed.
Easy to Use

IC1 is the temperature sensor and this is very
easy to use. It is a basic three-terminal device
(two supply leads plus the output) and it will
operate over a wide supply voltage range of 4
to 20V. It its current consumption is a mere 56
microamps, which together with a 5V supply
potentially gives totally insignificant selfheating.
IC2 is an operational amplifier which is used
here as a voltage comparator. VR 1 provides a
reference voltage that can be set anywhere
from OV to approximately 1V. which matches
the output voltage range of IC1 . This
reference voltage is applied to the inverting
input of IC2 and output of IC 1 is coupled to
the non-inverting input. Consequently, the
output of IC2 is low if the output of IC 1 is
below the reference voltage, or high if the
output of IC 1 exceeds the reference voltage .
When the output of IC1 is very close to
the reference voltage there is a risk of
instability, with a lot of noise being produced
at the output IC2. There are several factors
that can contribute to these problems, but
the main cause is the noise generated within
IC2 itself. The positive feedback provided by
R4 results in the output of IC2 switching
clearly and rapidly once the output from IC1
reaches a high enough voltage under

Capacitors
C1 100uf/25V radial
C2 4u7 I polyester
C3 1uf/50V radial elect
C4 4n7 polyester
Semiconductors
IC1 LM35DZ
IC2 CA3140E
IC3, IC4 NE555C
Miscellaneous
LS1 Cased ceramic resonator
Printed circuit board
8 pin DIL IC HOLDER (3 OFF)
WIRE, SOLDER, ETC.

standby conditions, with the output of IC2
slightly lower.
As the output switches to high state, R4
tends to pull the voltage at the non-inverting
input, fractionally higher. This produces a
slightly difference between the input voltage
at which IC2 triggers to high state and the
input voltage at which it switches back to the
low state again. This slight reluctance to
change states (known as 'hysteresis') is
sufficient to prevent instability.
The low frequency oscillation is biased on
IC3 and this is a standard 555 astable circuit.
It is gated via the reset input at pin 4, which
holds the output at pin 3 low when IC3 is
gated off (when the output of IC2 is low).
This prevents IC4 from osci llating. This is
another 555 astable-type circuit; again gated
via its reset input it has an operating
frequency of approximately 2.5kHz.
When IC3 is activated, its output provides a
roughly square wave signal over 1Hz. This
pulses IC4 on and off, resulting in LS 1 being
fed with bursts of tone from IC4, which
produces the alarm signal from LS 1 -a
ceramic resonator.
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Construction

Normally, a PC expansion card has to be a
double-sided PCB. However, in this case the
circuit is reasonably simple and it only
requires connections to the ground and +5V
terminals of the expansion bus. A sig nal-sided
board is therefore sufficient for this project.
The printed circuit components overlay
appears in Figure 2.
The CA3130E specified for IC2 is aMOS
device and it therefore requires the sta ndard
anti-static handling precautions. In pa rticular,
a holder should be used for these
components, but it shou ld not be fitted into
the holder until the board is finished in other
respects. Until then, it should be left in its
anti-static packing.
I would not recommend the use of
anything other than a CA3130E for IC2.
Most other operational amplifiers will not
work properly on a supply potentially as low
as 5V and many of those that wil l work do
not provide a low enough output voltage to
hold IC3 in the reset state. Some devices that
will otherwise operate properly on a 5V
supply tend to suffer from 'latch-up'
problems when used in a comparator circuit
(includ ing the CA3 140E). It is unlikely that
satisfactory resu lts wi ll be obtained using
anything other a CA3130E.
Construction of the board is largely
straightforward, but there is little minor point
that is worthy of note. Do not overlook the
single link-wire just above R4. In order to fit
into this layout properly, VR 1 must be an 18turn Cermets preset. C4 should be a type

having 7. 5m m (0.3in) lead spacing. LS1 is a
cased ceramic resonator. Connections to this
component are made via its 'flying ' leads.
Although the leads are often red and black,
this is not a polarised component and the
leads ca n be wired to be the board either
way rou nd. It is mounted on the board via
two BA (metric M2) screws and mounting
nuts. These are not normally supplied with
the resonator. Alternatively, it can simply be
glued in place, using any general pu rpose
adhesive.
I would not recommend the use of an
ordinary moving coil loudspeaker with this
project. Performance cou ld be a bit erratic
and, even with a high impedance
loudspeaker, quite high output current could
flow from IC4.
Adjustment

The alarm can be fitted into any spa re
expansion slot of the PC, but be ca reful to fit
it in the ri ght way round. C2 must be
towards the rear.
Before setting VR1 for a suitable threshold
temperature, you must decide just what that
temperature should be. The technical
specification in your computer's manual
might provide some assistance with that.
Practical test on a few PCs having one of the
more advanced processors has shown that
the difference is about a couple of degrees
more than th is.
If we assume that the room temperatures
will not normally much more than about 25
degrees Centigrade, the interior temperature

of the computer wou ld normally be no more
than about 35 degrees Centigrade. Unless
you have good reason to use a different
threshold temperature, VR 1 should therefore
be set for a potential wiper voltage of
350mV.
Trial and error can be used in the absence
of test equipment to enable VR1 to be set for
for a suitable reference voltage. I suppose
that that this is actually the more reliable
method of setting VR 1, but it cou ld be a bit
time-consuming. It is just a matter of fin ding
the setting for VR1 that gives the lowest
wiper voltage without the alarm sounding,
once the computer has been operating for a
while (i e set the wiper of VR 1 as far down
the track as possible without the alarm
activating once the computer has warmed up).
There is a slight compl ication in that the
computer's outer casing must be at least
partia lly removed to provide access to VR 1,
but once VR1 has been adjusted, the outer
casing must be put back into place so that
the interior of the computer can warm up in
the normal way. You must therefore, al low
time for the temperature inside the computer
to rise back to its normal operating each time
VR1 is readjusted .
With a little experimentation, it should be
possible to find a setting that does not give
problems with false alarms but still sets a low
enough th reshold temperature. •
Raj K Gorkhal i
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A BRIGHT VISION OF THE FUTURE
By Chris Williams, UKDL
his month's column features
comments about the lnfocomm
exhibition and Projection Summit
conference, which were held in Las Vegas in
June. lnfocomm is one of the world's larg est
AV exh ibitions and Projection Summit
conference (PS08) is the projection summit
conference. This year's focus at the
conference was on the opportunities for
digital sig nage in retail areas and publ ic places
in general using projection devices, and the
emerging opportunities for "pi co projectors".
Pico projectors are the tiny, fit in the hand
size projectors that are expected (by the
manufacturers) to carve out a massive market
share amongst the mobile phone makers. Not
only wi ll you be able to use your phone to
take pictures, you will (they hope) be able to
then project the pictures, from the phone,
onto any available su rface . That might be a
table-top, a wall, or even a shirt- provided of
cou rse the material allows for some reflection,
and the colour change caused by
metamerism doesn't tota lly destroy the
image.
At the PS08 conference, Dr Coggshall,
President of Pacific Media Associates
predicted that pico projectors will grow from
sales of 70,000 units this year to in excess of
six million by 2012. Dr James Grochocinski of
Corning then gave a fascinating insight into
the business model for making these
products. He quoted research analysis that
showed that for a picture with contrast of

T

PICO PROJECTORS ARE
THE TINY, FIT-IN -THE-HAND
S~PROJECTORSTHAT

ARE EXPECTED TO CARVE
OUT A MASSIVE MARKET
SHARE AMONGST THE
MOBILE PHONE MAKERS
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10:1, a 10 lumen projector would give a
(readable) 8" diagonal picture in an ambient
light level of 50 lux, a 6" picture in a light
level of 100 lux, and a 3.5" picture in a
brightness level of 300 lux. If the image was
used at a contrast ratio of 3: 1, the largest
image became 17" picture at 50 lux, 12" at
100 lux and 7" at 300 lux. These sizes drop
sharply to two inches and four inches
respectively at 1,000 lux. Sounds okay, but,
even a contrast of 10:1 is unacceptably low
in a world where we have LCD TV and
Plasma TV makers claiming contrast ratios (in
dark rooms) of 1,000:1 and on up to
1,000,000 to 1.
Early samples were on show in the
demonstration room, most using LED light
sources for the projector assembly and one

using laser diodes. As depicted in the
comment above, the typical brightness that
each projector was able to create with a
power budget of around 1-2 watts was
about 10 lumens. Engineering marvels, they
each produced a competent picture,
provided the room lighting was turned down
low.
Bottom line, from what I saw, is that these
little projectors are marvelous examples of
engineering, but I believe they will only have
a very limited appeal. The general public
wants readable displays, with good image
quality and that is not going to be available
from these devices in most common viewing
conditions.
In my own view, they are good, but just
not good enough (yet!). As an engineer, I

can't see how the laws of physics can be
overcome to give a brig ht enough image to
allow good contrast in most daylight indoor
scena rios and still maintain an excellent
battery life. Tough challenge; maybe laser
diodes will help here if the speckle problem
can be overcome. We' ll report back here as
the technology develops.
So, let's go on to lnfocomm. It's a huge
exhibition full of big boys' toys. Projection
systems, direct view displays, digital si gnage,
LED columns and ribbon displays ... pl us
sound systems you'd love to own . It's great
to know that several of the best sets of kit
on show were from Britain - both on the
aud io side and the projection side. Digital
Projection, a Manchester-based company, is
amongst the world's leaders in the creation
of large venue projectors. Based on Texas
Instruments's DLP chipsets, these are very
powerfu l projectors designed for professional
use, and if you have been to a pop concert
recently, you have proba bly seen this kit in
use.
The fi rst picture shows a selection of the
projectors in use at the DLP stand and the
second shows an example of the flagship
projector - it isn't smal l (but it is beautiful)!
Perhaps the most impressive contender for
penetration of new technology will prove to
be high-brightness LEDs. Shown in very
many flavours of design and construction
tech nique, the fo llowing gives you a small
impression of what it was like. Next picture is
of a typical "LED ribbon" , which can then be
fashioned into a variety of shapes and used
in different applications. One example, as
shown, is with the LED ribbons assembled
into a cu be and then ra ndom patterns of
light displayed on them . A very effective eye
catching unit!
Alternatively, the LEDs were draped as
overhead coverings and flags. Another good
exa mple of the use of these LED tapes is
where the tapes had been assembled into a
roughly cylindrical shape.
Finally, in case you hadn't already got a
headache from the sheer number of lumens
being projected, displayed and sparkled at
you, the theatrical LED spot lights here were
the final touch .
Conclusions: is the show worth going to?
If you have any interest- amateur or
professional - in AV equipment, then th is is
a show that you would rea lly enjoy. •
Chris Williams is Network Directo r at
t he UK Display & Lighting Kn o wledge
Transfer Network (UKDL KTN)
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ADVERTORIAL CASE STUDY

LPRS WIRELESS MODULES
HELP TO TARGET CLAY
PIGEONS
LPRS, EUROPE 'S LEADING SUPPLIER OF SHORT-RANGE RADIO DEVICES IS PROVIDING LASERSPORT
INTERNATIONAL WITH A WIRELESS SOLUTION FOR A NOVEL CLAY PIGEON SHOOTING SYSTEM. BRIDGNORTH
BASED LASERSPORT INTERNATIONAL HAS BEEN MANUFACTURING THEIR SYSTEM SINCE 1989 AND THERE ARE
NOW HUNDREDS OF LASERSPORT SYSTEMS OPERATING IN ALMOST 70 COUNTRIES . THE SYSTEM HAS BECOME
ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR ACTIVITIES FOR BOTH CORPORATE EVENTS AND HOLIDAY AND LEISURE RESORTS.

he end product is a total shooting system that can be
used outdoors, indoors, during daytime and at night. It is
not only very popular with the publ ic but it is also a very
profitab le investment for leisure venues, primarily because it is
exciting, competit ive and can be played by people of all ages
and skill levels.
When played outdoors it is like ord inary clay pigeon shooting
except that up to 5 peop le shoot at the same target at the same
t ime. The Lasersport guns are de-activated " over and under " 12
bore shotguns which fire harmless infra red beams at reflective
and re-usable clays, the clays are launched from the Lasersport
clay launcher, and the speed and angle at wh ich the clays fly can
be adjusted to su it the skill levels of the people playing
Lasersport. The scores of each player are displayed on the large
electronic scoreboard and there are several games within the
system .
The automatic clay launcher has a built in device that charges
the luminous clays, which then glow bri ghtly in the night sky.
Fluorescent clays are provided for daytime use . Each of the guns
has its own identity and the scores of each player are shown on
an electronic scoreboard, in essence Lasersport replicates clay
pigeon shooting without any danger or harm to the
environment.
As the Lasersport guns have to commun icate w ith the
scoreboard and be easy to use they cannot have cables between
the guns and the scoreboards, therefore each gun has it's own
transmitter and in the scoreboard there are individual receivers
for each gun .
lain Reddihough , Managing Director of Lasersport International
Ltd sai d, " In our latest products all the electronics are housed in
the shotgun and therefore have to be compact and more
importantly the components used have to be reliable . The
majority of our systems are used for 6 to 8 hours a day, 365 days
a year and w ith 70% of our systems being exported it is vital
that they are rel iable and in the event of fa il ure, easy to replace .
The COP radio transmitters suppl ied by LPRS have proven to f it
that bill, and additionally, as it is simp le to change their
operating frequencies, service and or replacement is simple for
our customers to undertake.
For the Lasersport application LPRS supplied wireless modules
from Circuit Design, a leading manufacturer of low power radio
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products . Circuit Design des igns and sup pl ies low powe r narrowband standard radio modules f or short-range applicatio ns. For
thi s appl ication LPRS specified the CDP-TX-02 E-R transmitter
module, wh ich has a typical range of 1Km. Barry Gillbrand,
Managing Director of LPRS comments, "All of our RF mod ules
are designed to provide easy to use wireless so lutions. We have a
wealth of experience in providing design and software support
to simplify our customers design process and ensure the fast est
poss ible time to market. .. .
For more information please visit. www.lprs.co.uk or
call +44 (0)1993 709418
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TIP: TRUE RAIL-TO-RAIL, HIGH INPUT IMPEDANCE ADC SIMPLIFIES PRECISION
MEASUREMENTS

by Mark Thoren, Linear Technology

High input impedance and a wide input range are two highly
desirable features in a precision analogue-to-digital converter, and
the LTC2449 delta sigma ADC has both. With just a few external
components, the LTC2449 forms an exceptional measurement
system with very high input impedance and an input range that
extends 300mV beyond the supply rai ls.
A designer may trade off the LTC2449's 200nV resolution for
faster conversion rates, but otherwise, the LTC2449 requires few
to no performance tradeoffs . It simultaneously achieves 1ppm
linearity, 200nV input resolution and a SV input spa n.
Ten filter oversample ratios are available, providing data rates
from 6.8 samples per second to 3500 samples per second . Normal
mode rejection of 50Hz and 60Hz is better than 87dB in the
6.8sps mode. All DC specifications hold for all speeds, only the
resolution changes . Such persistent high performance simplifies
the design of otherwise challenging applications, such as 6-digit
voltmeters, sensor interfaces and industrial control. In addition, the
LTC2449 dig ital interface and timing are extremely sim ple, and the
'No Latency' architecture eliminates concerns about filter settling
when scanning multiple input channels.

SOLVING COMMON ISSUES
One unique feature of the LTC2449 is that the analogue inputs
are routed to the MUXOUT pins, and an external buffer isolates
these signals from the switched capacitor ADC inputs (see Figure 1).
The external buffer yields high impedance through the multiplexer

and back to the analogue inputs. This has a distinct advantage
over integrated buffers because the analogue inputs are truly railto-rail, and slightly beyond, with appropriate buffer supply
voltages.
The LTC624 1 is a precision CMOS amplifier with 1pA bias
current and impressive DC specifications: the maximum offset is
125J.N and the open loop gain is 1.6 million typical. While the
offset is not important in this application because it is removed by
the LTC2449's multiplexer switching technique, the high open
loop gain ensu res that the 1Oppm typical gai n error of the
LTC2449 does not degrade. Figure 1 shows proper interfacing of
the LTC6241 to the LTC2449 . The amplifier's 0.01 J.JF capacitive
load and compensation network provides the LTC 2449 with a
charge reservoir to average the ADC's sampling current while the
2.5k feedback resistor maintai ns DC accuracy.
The LTC6241 has a rail-to-rai l output stage and an input
common mode range from the negative supp ly to 1.5V lower than
the positive supply. Since no rai l-to-rail amplifier can actually pull
its outputs to the rails, an LT3472 boost/inverting regulator is used
to create a -2 .5n .sv op-amp supply from the SV supply as shown
in Figure 2. This regulator ca n provide enoug h current for several
amplifiers and other circuitry that really needs to swing to the rails .
In addition, the LT3472 's 1.1MHz switching frequency is close to
the middle of the LTC2449 digital filter stopba nd. The centre of
the stopband is 900kHz when using the internal conversion clock
and is independent of the selected speed mode.
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Figure 1: Application example
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TIPS 'N' TRICKS
APPLICATIONS
The LTC2449 is commonly used with thermocouples and RTDs as
shown in Figure 1. Thermocouple outputs produce very small changes
(tens of microvolts per degree C) and the output will be negative if
the thermocouple is colder than the " cold junction " connection from
the thermocouple to the copper traces on the PCB.
The RTD is measured by comparing the voltage across the RTD to
the voltage across a reference resistor. This provides a very precise
resistance comparison and it does not require a precise current source.
Grounding the sensors as shown is a good first line of defense for

SW1

V1N

SHDN

reducing noise pickup, however the ADC must accommodate input
signals that are very close to or slightly outside the supply rails. The
LTC2449 handles these signals perfectly.

SOLVING PROBLEMS
The LTC2449 solves many of the problems that designers encounter
when trying to apply delta-sigma ADCs in demanding applications.
High impedance, rail to rail inputs and a very simple serial interface
simplify both hardware and software design .

~T54

SW2
02

LT3472EDD
- 2.5V

FB2

10pF

-=-

-=-

-=-

P "v
2.211F

GND

0.111F

/
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Figure 2: Power supply for buffers

p1~o

~
Technology

I GS/s sampling rate
2SOMHz bandwidth
128M sample buffer memory
125MS/s 12 bit AWG built In

PicoScope 5203
32M buffer £ 1195

PicoScope 5204
128M buffer £ 1795
www.electronicsworld .co.uk
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PRODUCTS

New Sick Direct Part
Marketing Guide

PC Keyboard in a
Remote For Only £4.80

A ready-reference guide to
Direct Part Marking technology
has been published by Sick,
manufacturer of intelligent
sensors and sensor solutions.
The comprehensive 120-page
book guides the engineer
through the choice of
technologies for permanent
identification of components
and finished products in the
electronics industry.
The Sick Competence Guide to Direct Marking has been
produced as an objective and unbiased source on the available
technologies and their most appropriate applications. It covers the
principles of coding, the techniques used in direct marking and the
key requirements for reliably reading DPM codes in factory
automation.
Realising there was no professional and comprehensive
reference guide available, Sick has gathered together a knowledge
source to discuss the merits of different technologies and how
best to address issues of traceability, combating fraud, security
and the increasing legal and regulatory requirements.
The Sick Guide is essential reading for anyone thinking of
implementing or upgrading a part marking system. Normally
costing £10, the guide is available free of charge for a limited
period. For your copy please contact: Ann Attridge or Andrea
Hornby on 01727 831121 or email ann.attridge@sick.co.uk or
Andrea.hornby@sick.co.uk.

Noritake ltron has
introduced the KBC56A
keyboard which is
designed to meet a wide
range of applications for
remote data editing where
a conventional keyboard
or PC notebook would be
too large, inconvenient or
expensive to use.
Typical applications
inclu de system text
editing, product set-up and
parameter changes , diagnostics and status read ings, as well
as adding user-advertising to vending, POS and amusement
displays. An additional advantage is that users can set up or
change foreign language text locally to suit their personna l
needs.
The 56 keys offer PC emulation capabi lity in a compact
ergonomic design with a 10 metre range and a low stand-by
current of < 5uA using two AAA batteries.
The cost of an IR receiver is very competitive and simple to
implement at a system or CPU level. Each key is
independently transmitted allowing flexibility in the receiver to
implement functionality to suit the application . The user can
create their own IR receiver or choose one of the receiver
modules available which convert the RC5 IR codes into ASCII
data and control commands.
The KBC56A has its own dedicated website:

www.slck.co.uk

www.kbc56a.com

www.electronicsworld .co.uk
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Emerson Network
Power Shortform
2008 Catalogue
Now Available
Emerson Network Power has published a new
2008 shortform catalogue that covers all
standard Astec and Artesyn power conversion
products. Containing 64 information-packed
pages, the catalogue is an invaluable source of reference data for
electronics engineers and system developers.
The catalogue covers all standard Astec and Artesyn ac-dc power
supplies and de-de converters - offering literally thousands of
configuration options - and includes power sources for medical
applications. This latest edition of the catalogue introduces several
new ac-dc power adapters, a new series of 500 watt ac-dc power
supplies and a number of new bulk front-end power supplies for
distributed power applications. The catalogue also includes an
entirely new section on ac-dc and de-de power modules for
MicroTCA systems .
Emerson Network Power's combined portfolio of Astec and
Artesyn products is one of the broadest in the industry, spanning
ac-dc power supplies from 3W to 5kW and isolated de-de
converters from sixteenth to full-brick. The de-de line-up includes
intermediate bus converters for distributed power applications ,
together with specialised memory and processor-power modules.
Most of these products are available off-the-shelf or with very short
lead times.

www.powerconversion.com/shortform
www.emersonnetworkpower.com

Enhanced
Performance FlashFiex
Microcontroller
SST (Silicon Storage
Technology), flash memory
technology supplier, announced
a new addition to its FlashFiex
family of 8-bit microcontrollers
(MCUs), the SST89C58RC. The
new device is the industry's first 8051-based MCU to
feature two system management buses (SM Bu s), each
supporting up to 400kbit per second data throughput, in a
6mm x 6mm QFN package.
The SST89C58RC supports operating voltages from 2. 7V
to 5.5V for implementation in applications with a variety of
power supply requirements. Its dual SMBus feature , sma ll
form-factor and support for a wide range of operating
voltages make the SST89C58RC MCU an ideal solution for
numerous applications , including HDMI , HDTVs, A/ V
receivers , home applia nces, industrial instruments,
notebook PCs , DVD players , Blu-ray players , RF modules
and security applications such as fingerprint identification .
The SST89C58RC is the latest member of the Flash Flex
family of 8-bit microcontroller products with SST patented
and proprietary SuperFiash nonvolatile f lash memory cel ls.
SuperFiash memory uses a split-gate cel l design and a
thick-oxide tunneling injector to offer significant cost and
reliability benefits to customers. All devices in the FlashFiex
family use the 8051 instruction set and are pin-for-pin
compatible with standard 8051 microcontroller devices.

www.sst.com

New Specification for Embedded Computer Modules
Now Released
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Stylish yet Rugged
IP65 Sealed Enclosure
Hammond's new 1457
range extends the
capabilities of the 1455
extruded aluminium
family of small
enclosures with the
addition of IP65 sealed
die-cast aluminium endpanels, enabling the
enclosure to be used in
dusty and wet
environments.
The end panels are
available with or without
integral flanges that
enable the enclosure to

1 U 19" Standard,
Filtered and Intelligent
Fan Trays

The 1457 Series is designed to house PCBs, mounted
horizontally into internal slots in the body of the case; they can
also be used to house any small electronic, electrical or
pneumatic components. They are available with clear anodised
or textured black painted finish for good resistance to wear
and tear. The IP65 sealing is achieved through the use of cr
ring screw seals and closed cell polyethylene sealing gaskets.
An initial six 1457 sizes are available, ranging from 80 x 59
x 31mm to 160 x 104 x 55mm; the largest size will accept a
standard 160 x 100mm Eurocard.

Verotec has extended its range of 19 "
1U standard fan trays. Two depths are
available, a 250mm deep unit fitted
with th ree fans and a 350mm deep
unit with six fans. All sizes are offered
with a choice of 12, 24 or 48 VDC
fans or 115 or 230 VAC fans, and
each un it is ava ilable with or without a
re placeable filter. Each DC fan is rated
at 170 m3/ h. t he 115 VAC fans at
180m 3/ hand t he 230VAC fans at 160m 3 / h.
The fan trays are fully compatible with the Di plomat range of 19"
desk-top enclosures and are also designed to provide forced cool ing
up through the active area of a sub-rack in any standard 19" rack or
cabinet.
The intelligent units are managed by a programmed controller t hat
restricts the fans at ha lf speed up to 35°C , subsequently linearly
increases the speed to maximum at 55°C , ensuring that sound
levels and energy consumption are optimised. The intelligent
versions are ava ilable in either auto-ranging AC or -48V DC input
versions.
The units are designed to provide localised cool ing of 19" rack
mounted or desktop equipment and can be used to provide forced
draught cooling from below or above th e heat generating equipment.

www.hammondmfg.com

www. verotec.co.uk

be mounted to an external surface.

Miniature HCE Pressure Sensors with Digital SPI Output
Signals
Sensortechnics 's new
HCE series offers
precision pressu re
measurement from
10mbar up to 10bar.
The HCE sensors perform
digital signal conditioni ng
to provide highly accurate
digital and analogue
output signals. They
comply with t he SPI bus
protocol and can directly
--~---------' communicate with
microcontrollers and microprocessors. 12C bus , switching or
custom specific outputs are available on request.
The HCE series uti lises the latest ASIC technologies to achieve

www.electronicswor ld.co.uk

high total accuracies , with an excell ent Tota l Error Ba nd (TEB)
better than ±0 .5%FSS , incl uding all temperature effects . A 3V
supply voltage and special low power versi ons (optional) make
t hese sensors idea l for battery-powered portable device
appl icati ons.
Miniature SMT housings (DIP and SIL versions on request ) with
straight or barbed pressure ports allow for highly flexible OEM
designs and space-saving PCB-mount ing.
Typical application s of the new HCE pressure sensors include
medical devices, instrumentati on, environmental controls and
HVAC.
For all HCE pressure sensors Sensortech nics can provide fast
and flexible modifications based on custom specific
requirements.

www.sensortechnics.com
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FTI
www.ttt.co.uk/PICProTmg.html

www.pcb-pool.com
The Best Value Online PCB Prototyping
Service Available:
Instant on line quotations & ordering (no pre
registration).
We offer the following:
• No minimum quantity. • No tooling
charges. • No drill Umitations. • 1 to Slayers
(prototype quantities) • 2 layers (small production batches) • Fr4,1.6mm,35 um,HASL
(Pb free/Rohs/Weee) • Soldermask I
Silkscreen (optiona~ • Leadtimes from 2 -8
working days • Full DRC on all orders ( we
manually check every file !!!). • PCB-POOL®

m (a Microchip Consultant Partner &

accepts direct outputs from 15 major layout
softwares (see our website for details)
Download our fully functional PCB LAYOUT
software FREE of charge.
Free Phone : 0800 3898560

Data Quest
Solutions Ltd

Sky systems ltd
www.sky-pcb.com

www.dqsolutions.co.uk
As specialists in the supply of ultra highspeed instrumentation cards for the PC
and industrial chassis, we provide an
advanced product range with the following
features:
• PCI, PCI-X, PCI-express & PXI formats.
• Signal capture (AID) with sampling rates
up to 500M samples/sec.
• Simultaneous sample and hold with up
to 16 bits resolution.
• Waveform generation (D/A) to 125 million samples per second.

Training Partner) has developed a range of
courses- both distance learning and
instructor led - covering Assembly and C
Programming of PIC16, PIC18, PIC24 and
dsPIC microcontrollers. For each processor
family there are both Cand Assembly programming courses at: • FOUNDATION
LEVEL & • INTERMEDIATE LEVEL. For information about these courses, advanced
courses and workshops such as: •
Advanced CEmbedded & Real Time
Programming • TCP/IP & Ethernet • USB •

-~.!:':":"=;~=..'"'=:"..::."'.:=t·..

== =------""-

• Digital I/O and pattern generation for a
wide range of logic levels.
• Storage of data to deep on-board RAM
or PC memory.
• Fully portable systems for many types of
card.

Sky Systems ltd. was established with the
vision and promise of providing manufacturing high quality, cost effective solution and
one-stop service to meet the most demanding of our customers' requirements.
We offer the followings:
• 1-12 Layers • Fr-4 / Cem-3 • HAL(lead
Free),Fiash Gold, Electroless Gold Plating,
OSP ,Immersion Silver, Immersion Tin • Gold
Finger • Soldermask • Silkscreen • Routing I
Punching I V-Cut • Online quotation • FREE
PCB Prototype with quantity orders • Short

CAN • DSP • Motor Control • programming
using Real Time Operating Systems such
as uCOSII, CMX & Salvo and • other microcontrollers, please inquire.
Tel: 020 8669 0769 Email: pictrng@ftt.co.uk
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lead time • Fast worldwide delivery •
Flexible quantity • CHINA Factory
For more information or request a quote
today from our web site.

Telnet Ltd

DB Technology
www.dbtechnology.eo.uk/

www.telnet.uk.com

Anechoic chamber and open area test site.
• Compliance Tests
• Fixes included. FCC listed.
• Flexible hourly booking available.
• Rapid, accurate pre-compliance tests.

Suppliers of quality second-user test
and measurement equipment at prices you
can afford. Manuals and accessories supplied. If you would like a quote,
please call. We also purchase your surplus
test equipment. Please call us for the best
offers.

--

a.-- ·=-~

--~.~

TELNET
1 Stoney Court, Hotchkiss Way, Binley
Industrial Estate, CV3 2RL
Tel: 024 76650702 Fax: 024 76650773

Designer Systems
http://www.designersystems.co.uk
Professional product development services.
• Marine (Security, Tracking, Monitoring &
control)
• Automotive (AV, Tracking, Gadget,
Monitoring & control)
• Industrial (Safety systems, Monitoring
over Ethernet)
• Telecoms (PSTN handsets, GSM/GPRS)
• AudioVisual ((HD)DVD accessories & controllers)
Tel: +44 (0)1872 223306

Microchip
Technologies
http://www.microchip.com/
Microchip Technology Inc. is a leading
provider of microcontroller and analogue
semiconductors, providing low-risk product
development, lower total system cost and
faster time to market for thousands of
diverse customer applications worldwide.
Microchip designs, manufactures, and markets a variety of high performance components for high volume, cost-effective embedded control solutions, including 8- and 16-bit
PIC® microcontrollers; dsPIC® digital signal

controllers; development kits; serial
EEPROMs, more than 350 mixed-signal analogue and interface products; KEELOQ secure
data transmission products; and the
PowerSmart® family of smart battery management products. Microchip's product solutions feature compact size, integrated functionality, and ease of development.
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

ADVERTISING ENQUIRIES CONTACT MATTHEW ON: 020 7933 8980
PCB DESIGN

ADVERTISING

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

EMC ADVERTISING GIFTS
1064 High Road, London, NlO OYY
Huge range· All prices· Quick delivery

ARTICLED WANTED

BATTERIES/CHARGERS

EMBEDDED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

TOP PRICES PAID
For all your valves,
tubes, semi conductors
and ICs.

Langrex Supplies Limited
1MayoRoad,Croydon, Surrey CRO 20P

TEL: 020 8684 1166 FAX: 020 8684 3056

HARMONIC

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

ANSMANN ENERGY (UK) LIMITED
Units 19/20, Maple Park, Essex Road,
Hoddesdon, Herts, EN11 OEX. UK
Tel: +44 (0) 870 609 2233
Fax: +44 (OJ 870 609 2234
Email: info@ansmann.co.uk
Web: www.ansmann.co .uk

EMBEDDED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
V

R EAL T IME S YSTEMS D ESIGN , D EVELOPMENT

v
v
v
v

&

TESTING

D IGITAL S IGNAL PROCESSI NG - T Ms 320, S HARe, D sP56K
D EVICE D RIVERS , BSPs , l iBRARIES , FIRMWARE
S AFETY C RITICAL To SIL3, M isRA- C : 2004, POSIX, V x WoRKS
VME, c PCI, PC104 oR C usTOM H ARDWARE

Tel:
01293 817635
Web: www.harmonicss.co.uk
Email: sales@harmonicss.co.uk

Premium quality at
a competitive price

COMPONENTS WANTED
PCB DESIGN

Components wanted

PCB MANUFACTURE

Excess/Surplus

www.mushroom.co.uk
01234 363611

Digital Audio and
Computer Systems Ltd
High performance stereo
pro-interface PCB £58.75

will collect anywhere in Europe
Instant Cash Settlement

For information on these and
other custom products:
Website - www.dacs-audio.com,
click ' OACS Custom'
Phone - 00 44 (0)191 438 2500

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT & MANUFACTURE

Design Ser.v.ices~:
.~..
De~igq _~~~....._.~

FOR SALE

Switch Mode Power: Supply
P?wer: Facto~ C~rrection .Design~~.[(.('- ·
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fwww.class-d.com or Telephone (01623 654-: 080)
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Engineering & Testing Programme
Global Logistics & Distribution

www.electronicsworld.co.uk
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PCB DESIGN & MANUFACTURE

for both the Hobbyist and Professional
PCBs designed and produced from :

• Notes

•

Schemati cs

• Specifications

• Descriptions

•

Print- outs

•

Gerbers

Available With or without component assembly
* FREE* PCB PROTOTYPE With Quantity Orders
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

ADVERTISING ENQUIRIES CONTACT MATTHEW ON: 020 7933 8980
TRANSFORMER MANUFACTURE

SERVICES

• PrDiolypes at a traction of the cost

• Toolin(J and setup inclvded

• Industry standanJ quality

Follow up Se!Yices Runs •

CAM/CAD Consulting •

NEW

ONUNE Quotations •

•!vrt coo/our

/SO-,Ipproved •

Our new East European production plant for
medium to high volume production is now fully
operational.
We are pleased to offer an end to end solution for
wire wound components Via a UK based company
FOR SALE
20 7

E-l\l il: I ;; automatic-\ iodin co.ul

Agilent/HP3561 A

Dynamic Signal Analyser
£1600.00 Inc. VAT

SURPLUS COMPONENTS FOR SALE

Excellent working Order
Good Cosmetic Condition
Operator & Service Manual
90 Day Warranty

new parts @surplus prices

www.surplectronics.com

Tel: +44(0)1454 315432
Email: sales@jelavender.fsnet.co.uk

AWARDS

Silver Award for AWS Group Recognises SC21 Leadership Position
AWS Group, one of UK's independent Electronic
Manufacturing Solutions (EMS) providers, has been
presented with the SBAC's Silver Award for exceeding
targets set by the Society in its SC21 (21st Century
Supply Chain) change programme.
AWS Group is the first company to be awarded, and
has already been acknowledged by the Society of British
Aerospace Companies as leading the field of about 350
suppliers signed up to the UK Aerospace market initiative.
SC21 has been designed by the SBAC to accelerate the
competitiveness of the UK's aerospace and defence
industry by raising the performance of its supply chains. It
has three levels: bronze, silver and gold.
AWS's 12 months delivery performance to its sponsor,
General Dynamics UK was above 99% and quality was
50
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measured at 248 defects per million opportun ities
(DPMO). The company scored over 500 on its lean
manufacturing and business excellence framework
performance and the combined assessment means that
AWS has been assessed as meriting a silver award. AWS
has become the first company under SC21 to achieve this
level - a truly significant achievement in under 12
months.
CEO Paul Deehan (left) said: "I believe that successfu l
companies are the ones that drive themselves - those
who don 't sit back - and in particularly the ones who are
pro-active in driving continuous improvement in
operations across their own business and down into their
own supply chain ."
www.awselectronicsgroup.com
www.electronicswo rld .co.uk

